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a b s t r a c t
Splicing systems are generative devices of formal languages, introduced by Head in 1987
to model biological phenomena on linear and circular DNA molecules. A splicing system
is defined by giving an initial set I and a set R of rules. Some unanswered questions are
related to the computational power of circular splicing systems. In particular, a still open
question is to find a characterization of circular languages generated by finite circular
splicing systems (i.e., circular splicing systems with both I and R finite sets). In this paper
we introduce a special class of the latter systems named marked systems. We prove that
a marked system S generates a regular circular language if and only if S satisfies a special
(decidable) property. As a consequence, we are able to characterize the structure of these
regular circular languages.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Natural Computing is a field of research investigating computing taking place in nature and computing inspired by nature.
The lattermakes use of concepts, principles andmechanisms underlying natural systems. For instance, linear splicing systems
are generative devices of formal languages, introduced by Head in 1987, to simulate molecular recombination processes of
an initial collection of DNA strands under the simultaneous influence of enzymes [16]. In [17] Head reviewed the original
definition of splicing systems and introduced circular splicing systems along with various open problems related to their
computational power.
In this case, the splicing operation acts on two circular DNA molecules by means of a pair of restriction enzymes. Each
of these two enzymes is able to recognize a pattern inside one of these two circular DNA molecules and to cut the molecule
at the middle of such pattern. Two linear molecules are produced and then they are pasted together by the action of ligase
enzymes. Thus a new circular DNA sequence is generated [16,18,23]. For instance, circular splicingmodels the integration of
a plasmid into the DNA of a host bacteria. As in the linear case, a language-theoretic operation can be defined and, depending
on whether or not these ligase enzymes substitute the recognized pattern, we have Pixton’s definition or Head’s and Paun’s
definition in the circular context.
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Obviously a string of circular DNA can be represented by a circular word, i.e., by an equivalence class with respect to the
conjugacy relation ∼, defined by xy ∼ yx, for x, y ∈ A∗ [20]. A circular language is a set of circular words and we can also
give a definition of regular circular languages.
In short, a circular splicing system is a triple (A, I, R) where A is a finite alphabet, I is the initial circular language and
R is the set of rules. Splicing rules are iteratively applied starting from I . Here we assume that each circular word in I , or
obtained by iterated splicing, is present in an unbounded number of copies. The circular language generated by a circular
splicing system (A, I, R) is the smallest language which contains I and is invariant under iterated splicing by rules in R.
Intensive studies on linear splicing systems and variants have been carried out, in a formal language framework, aimed
at characterizing their computational power and at proving closure properties of splicing languages generated under
different restrictions on I and/or R [7,15,18,22,23,25]. While there have been many articles on linear splicing, relatively
few works on circular splicing systems have been published. In particular, some still unanswered questions are related to
the computational power of the latter systems. It should be noted that in this context, at least three aspects need to be
considered. Indeed, this computational power depends on (a) whether additional hypotheses are taken into account (i.e.,
reflexive and symmetric sets of rules, self-splicing), (b) which of the three definitions (Head’s, Paun’s or Pixton’s definition)
is considered, (c) the level in the (circular) Chomsky hierarchy the initial set I and the set R of rules belong to. Partial results
are known on the computational power of circular splicing systems, when R is reflexive and self-splicing is used [18,24–26].
However, as observed in [18], the problem of characterizing the circular languages generated by circular splicing systems
remains open.
In this paper we deal with finite Paun systems S = (A, I, R), i.e., Paun circular splicing systems with both I and R finite
sets, with no additional hypotheses, andwith the corresponding class C(Fin, Fin) of generated circular languages. It is known
that in contrast with the case of linear splicing, C(Fin, Fin) is incomparablewith the class of regular circular languages [5,27].
More generally, the relationship between C(Fin, Fin) and the classes of languages in the (circular) Chomsky hierarchy is still
not completely understood and it has been reported that C(Fin, Fin) is contained in the class of context-sensitive circular
languages [13]. On the other hand, a special class of circular splicing systems (Paun circular semi-simple splicing systems or
CSSH systems) has already been considered in [9,10,27]. We recall that each rule in a circular splicing system S = (A, I, R)
has the form u1#u2$u3#u4, with ui ∈ A∗, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. We also recall that S is a CSSH system when both u1u2 and u3u4 have
length one. Thus, either u1 (resp. u3) or u2 (resp. u4) is 1, the empty word. Concerning the computational power of CSSH
systems, in [13], the author announced that the class of circular languages generated by CSSH systems is contained in the
class of context-free circular languages. However, the structure of regular circular languages generated by finite circular
(semi-simple) splicing systems is not completely understood and the search for a characterization of these languages is a
problem which was approached directly in [3–5] for the first time.
Let us outline the results proved in this paper. In Section 3 we consider extended marked systems, i.e., finite CSSH systems
S = (A, I, R) such that:
(1) for each rule u1#u2$u3#u4 ∈ R, we have u2 = u4 = 1, u1, u3 ∈ A;
(2) eachw ∈ I contains at most one occurrence of a letter in SITES(R), where SITES(R) = {u1u2, u3u4|u1#u2$u3#u4 ∈ R}.
The main results in this paper are the solutions to the following problems:
Problem 1.1. Find a characterization of the extended marked systems generating regular circular languages.
Problem 1.2. Find a structural description of regular circular languages generated by extended marked systems.
We first prove that in order to solve these problems, the assumption on I in (2) can be replaced by the condition I = A =
SITES(R) (marked systems, Section 3). In turn we prove that we can easily obtain solutions to the above-mentioned problems
for marked systems when we have these solutions for marked systems such that, for each a, b ∈ I , the pair (a, b) is in the
transitive closure of a relation defined by R (transitive marked systems, Section 3).
As a main result, we prove that a (transitive) marked system S generates a regular circular language L if and only if its set
of rules satisfies a special (decidable) property (Sections 6 and 7). We can also decide whether a regular circular language is
generated by amarked system S andwe characterize the structure of these regular circular languages (Section 7). In Section 4
we introduce the notions of distance between two letters and diameter d(S) of S, along with an informal outline of the main
results. These two notions intervene in all the above results.
We also give a classification of transitive marked systems S in terms of their diameter d(S): if d(S) < 3 then L is a regular
circular language (Section 5), if d(S) > 3 then L is not a regular circular language (Section 6). The class of circular languages
generated by transitive marked systems S such that d(S) = 3 intersects both the family of regular circular languages and
its complement. Indeed, we give examples of systems S with d(S) = 3 and such that the corresponding generated circular
languages are regular circular languages (Sections 5 and 7), but we also exhibit a non-regular circular language generated
by a transitive marked system S with d(S) = 3 (Section 6).
All the above results can also be proved when the assumptions on R in (1) are replaced by u1 = u3 = 1, u2, u4 ∈ A, for
each u1#u2$u3#u4 ∈ R, in view of a bijection between special CSSH systems stated in Section 2, where we also set up the
basic definitions and known results needed on words, circular words and circular splicing. Furthermore, the main results
in this paper have been recently reviewed in a graph theoretical setting and extended to marked systems with self-splicing
[8]. Finally, it should be noted that Propositions 4, 6 and Property 1 in [12] have been slightly corrected in this paper.
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The special case investigated in this paper is only a first step towards understanding circular languages generated by
CSSH systems and, more generally, why finite circular splicing systems generate non-regular languages. We end this paper
with a discussion on these more general questions (Section 8).
2. Basics
This section contains all the basic definitions and results which will be used later on. We begin with basics on words and
circular words in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. Then we summarize the relevant material on circular splicing systems
in Section 2.3, whereas Section 2.4 will be concerned with the special class of circular splicing systems we are dealing with.
2.1. Words
We denote by A∗ the free monoid over a finite alphabet A and we set A+ = A∗ \ 1, where 1 is the empty word. For a
word w ∈ A∗, |w| is the length of w and for every a ∈ A, w ∈ A∗, we denote by |w|a the number of occurrences of a in
w. We also set alph(w) = {a ∈ A | |w|a > 0} and |w|A′ = ∑a∈A′ |w|a, where A′ ⊆ A. The reversal wRev of w is defined
by the relations 1Rev = 1 and, for all x ∈ A∗, a ∈ A, (xa)Rev = axRev . A word x ∈ A∗ is a factor of w ∈ A∗ if u1, u2 ∈ A∗
exist such that w = u1xu2. If u1 = 1 (resp. u2 = 1) then x is a prefix (resp. suffix) of w. Furthermore, we set Fact(w) =
{x ∈ A+ | ∃u1, u2 ∈ A∗ : w = u1xu2}.
For a subset X of A∗, XRev = {wRev |w ∈ X} is the reversal of X , |X | is the cardinality of X and alph(X) = ∪x∈Xalph(x). The
set of all subsets of X , i.e. the powerset of X , is denoted by P (X). It is well known that each morphism φ: A∗ → B∗ from a
free monoid A∗ into a free monoid B∗ is completely characterized by the images φ(a) ∈ B∗ of the letters a ∈ A. Furthermore,
φ can be extended to a morphism from P (A∗) into P (B∗) if we set φ(X) = ∪x∈Xφ(x), for all X ∈ P (A∗). Given a relation R
on X , we recall that the transitive closure of R is the smallest transitive relation that includes all the pairs of R.
In the next part of this paper we will focus on the class Fin (resp. Reg) of finite (resp. regular) languages over A, at times
represented by means of regular expressions.
2.2. Circular words and languages
Circular splicing deals with circular strings, a notion which plays an important role in combinatorics on words as well
as in some language factorization problems, e.g. the problem of finding factorizations of free monoids (see [2,11,20]). For a
given word w ∈ A∗, a circular word ∼w is the equivalence class of w with respect to the conjugacy relation ∼ defined by
xy ∼ yx, for x, y ∈ A∗ (see [20]). The notations |∼w|, |∼w|a, alph(∼w), |∼w|A′ will be defined as |w|, |w|a, alph(w), |w|A′
for any representative w of ∼w. Analogously, we define the reversal ∼wRev of the circular word ∼w by ∼wRev = ∼(wRev).
Notice that ∼wRev does not depend on which representative in ∼w we choose to define it by. For a word w, we set
Factc(w) = {x ∈ A+ | ∃w′ ∼ w : x ∈ Fact(w′)}. Furthermore, when the context does not make it ambiguous, we will
use the notationw for a circular word ∼w.
Let ∼A∗ denote the set of all circular words over A, i.e., the quotient of A∗ with respect to∼. Given L ⊆ A∗, ∼L = {∼w |w ∈
L} is the circularization of L, i.e., the set of all circular words corresponding to elements of L. A subset C of ∼A∗ is named a
circular language and every subset L of A∗ such that ∼L = C is called a linearization of C . In particular, a linearization of a
circular word ∼w is a linearization of {∼w} and we will often write ∼w instead of {∼w} when no confusion arises. The full
linearization Lin(C) of C is the set of all the words in A∗ corresponding to the elements of C , i.e., Lin(C) = {w′ ∈ A∗ | ∃
∼w ∈ C : w′ ∼ w}. For simplicity of notation, we will use the same letter to designate a set of words (resp. circular words)
of length one and its circularization (resp. full linearization).
Example 2.1. For w = bbaa, we have Lin(∼bbaa) = {bbaa, baab, aabb, abba}. Every non-empty subset of Lin(∼bbaa) is a
linearization of ∼bbaa. The circularization of {bbaa, baab} is ∼bbaa.
Given a family of languages FA in the Chomsky hierarchy, FA∼ is the set of all those circular languages C which have
some linearization in FA. In this paper we deal mainly with circular languages having a regular linearization, i.e., with
Reg∼ = {C ⊆ ∼A∗ | ∃L ∈ Reg : ∼L = C}. If C ∈ Reg∼ then C is a regular circular language. In particular, we notice
that the reversal CRev = {∼wRev | ∼w ∈ C} of a regular circular language C is still a regular circular language. It is classically
known that given a regular language L ⊆ A∗, Lin(∼L) is regular (see Exercise 4.2.11 in [19]). As a result, given a circular
language C , we have C ∈ Reg∼ if and only if its full linearization Lin(C) is regular [18]. More generally, we recall that a
family FA of languages is closed under cyclic closure if Lin(∼L) ∈ FA, for each L ∈ FA. If FA is closed under cyclic closure, then
C ∈ FA∼ if and only if its full linearization Lin(C) is in FA [18]. As a consequence, we can define context-free (resp. context-
sensitive, recursive, recursively enumerable) circular languages and, once again, a circular language C is context-free (resp.
recursively enumerable) if and only if Lin(C) is context-free (resp. recursively enumerable).
Finally, let φ be a morphism from A∗ into B∗. As observed in [18], φ defines a map from ∼A∗ into ∼B∗ if we set
φ(∼w) = ∼φ(w), for all w ∈ A∗, i.e., φ(∼w) does not depend on which representative in ∼w we choose to define it by.
As in the case of the free monoids, φ can be extended to a map fromP (∼A∗) intoP (∼B∗) if we set φ(C) = ∪∼w∈Cφ(∼w), for
all C ∈ P (∼A∗).
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2.3. Circular splicing
As in the linear case, Head, Paun and Pixton have each defined the circular splicing operation differently. In this paper,
with the same approach as in [3], we will take into account a restricted version of Paun’s definition reported below.
A Paun circular splicing system is a triple S = (A, I, R), where A is a finite alphabet, I is the initial circular language, with
I ⊆ ∼A∗ and R is the set of rules, with R ⊆ A∗#A∗$A∗#A∗ and #, $ 6∈ A [18,26]. Then, given a rule r = u1#u2$u3#u4 and two
circular words w′ = ∼u2hu1, w′′ = ∼u4ku3, the rule r cuts and linearizes the two circular words, obtaining u2hu1, u4ku3,
pastes them and circularizes the result, obtainingw = ∼u2hu1u4ku3. The notation (w′, w′′)`r wmeans thatw is generated
(or spliced) startingwithw′,w′′ and by using a rule r . We also say that u1u2, u3u4 are sites of splicing andwewill use SITES(R)
to denote the set of sites of the rules in R.
We must note that in the original definition of circular splicing language given by Paun in [18], rules in R could be used
in two different ways. One way has been described above while the other, known as self-splicing, will not be considered
here. Furthermore, as observed in [18], additional hypotheses can be added to the definition of circular splicing. Namely, we
may assume that R is reflexive (i.e., for each u1#u2$u3#u4 ∈ R, we have u1#u2$u1#u2, u3#u4$u3#u4 ∈ R) or R is symmetric
(i.e., for each u1#u2$u3#u4 ∈ R, we have u3#u4$u1#u2 ∈ R). We notice that, in view of the definition of circular splicing,
if (w′, w′′)`r w, with r = u1#u2$u3#u4, then (w′′, w′)`r ′ w, with r ′ = u3#u4$u1#u2. Hence, for every circular splicing
system S = (A, I, R), there is no loss of generality in assuming that R is symmetric. On the contrary, we do not assume that
R is reflexive.
In the remainder of this paper, ‘‘splicing system’’ will be synonymous with ‘‘circular splicing system’’. We will now give
the definitions of the splicing operations σ ′, σ i, σ ∗ and of circular splicing languages. Given a splicing system S and a circular
language C ⊆ ∼A∗, we set σ ′(C) = {w ∈ ∼A∗ | ∃w′, w′′ ∈ C, ∃r ∈ R : (w′, w′′)`r w}. Then, we define σ 0(C) = C ,
σ i+1(C) = σ i(C) ∪ σ ′(σ i(C)), i ≥ 0, and σ ∗(C) =⋃i≥0 σ i(C).
Definition 2.1. Given a splicing system S = (A, I, R), the circular language L(S) = σ ∗(I) is the language generated by S.
A circular language C is Paun generated (or C is a Paun circular splicing language) if a splicing system S exists such that
C = L(S).
S = (A, I, R) is a finite splicing system if I and R are both finite sets. C(Fin, Fin) denotes the class of circular languages
generated by finite splicing systems.
Regarding the computational power of circular splicing systems, it is known that if S = (A, I, R) is a Paun circular splicing
system such that I ∈ FA∼, where FA is a full abstract family of languages which is closed under cyclic closure, R is a finite,
reflexive and symmetric set of rules and self-splicing is used, then L(S) ∈ FA∼ [18]. In particular this result applies when
I is a regular (resp. context-free, recursively enumerable) circular language. However, the problem of characterizing the
corresponding generated circular languages remains open in all these cases.
From now on, we assume that S = (A, I, R) is a finite splicing system. As already said, it is known that in contrast with
the case of linear splicing, C(Fin, Fin) is incomparable with the class of regular circular languages [5,27]. More generally,
the relationship between C(Fin, Fin) and the classes of languages in the (circular) Chomsky hierarchy is still not completely
understood. Indeed, C(Fin, Fin) contains regular circular languages (see [5]), context-free circular languages which are not
regular (see [5,27]), context-sensitive circular languageswhich are not context-free (see [13]) and there exist regular circular
languages which are not in C(Fin, Fin) (see [5]).
However, the problem of characterizing regular circular languages in C(Fin, Fin) remains open. Partial results are known
[3,5,6]. In particular, the above problem has been solved for languages over a one-letter alphabet in [5,6]. Furthermore, in
[6], the authors prove that it is decidable whether L ⊆ a∗ is in C(Fin, Fin) (notice that in the special case of a one-letter
alphabet, we can identify each language with the corresponding circular language). The situation is muchmore complicated
for alphabets of larger size. In [5], the authors constructed some special families of regular circular languages belonging to
C(Fin, Fin).
2.4. Circular semi-simple splicing systems
As alreadymentioned, we are interested in finding a characterization of regular circular languages in C(Fin, Fin) and, as a
first step, we restrict our attention to a special class of systems already considered in [9,10,13,27], as the circular counterpart
of linear semi-simple splicing systems introduced in [14].
Precisely, let us consider those finite splicing systems S = (A, I, R), named Paun circular semi-simple splicing systems (CSSH
systems for short) in [9], such that, for each u1#u2$u3#u4 ∈ R, we have |u1u2| = |u3u4| = 1. Thus, there are four types of
rules, namely ai#1$aj#1, ai#1$1#aj, 1#ai$aj#1 and 1#ai$1#aj, with ai, aj ∈ A. So, using the terminology of [9], an (i, j)-CSSH
system, with (i, j) ∈ {(1, 3), (2, 4), (1, 4), (2, 3)}, is a CSSH system where for each u1#u2$u3#u4 ∈ Rwe have ui, uj ∈ A. It is
convenient to choose a different definition for (1, 4)- and (2, 3)-CSSH systems. Indeed, on the one hand, (1, 4)- and (2, 3)-
CSSH systems generate the same class of languages. This statement follows easily by observing that, given a (1, 4)-CSSH sys-
tem S = (A, I, R), we have L(S) = L(S ′), where S ′ = (A, I, R′) is a (2, 3)-CSSH systemwith R′ = {1#aj$ai#1 | ai#1$1#aj ∈ R}.
On the other hand, under our assumption that R is symmetric, both the classes of (2, 3)- and (1, 4)-CSSH systems are empty
since, if ai#1$1#aj ∈ R then we also have 1#aj$ai#1 ∈ R. Therefore we define a (2, 3)-CSSH system as a CSSH system such
that for each u1#u2$u3#u4 ∈ Rwe have u2, u3 ∈ A or u1, u4 ∈ A.
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Example 2.2. [9] Let S = (A, I, R), where A = {a, b, c, d}, I = ∼{aac, dc, b}, R = {c#1$b#1}. Then, S is a (1, 3)-CSSH system,
whereas S ′ = (A, I, R′), with R′ = {1#c$1#b} is a (2, 4)-CSSH system.
The special case u1u2 = u3u4 ∈ A (simple systems) was first considered in [27] using Head’s definition and then in [10]
by taking into account Paun’s definition, once again as the circular counterpart of the linear case investigated in [21]. Given
(i, j) ∈ {(1, 3), (2, 4), (2, 3)}, an (i, j)-circular simple system is an (i, j)-CSSH systemwhich is simple [10]. In the former paper
[27], the authors claimed that Head simple systems generate regular circular languages. On the contrary, as shown in [8], the
(1, 3)-circular simple system S = (A, I, R) defined by A = {a, b, c}, I = ∼{baca} and R = {a#1$a#1} generates a non-regular
circular language and there exists a Head simple system S ′ generating L(S), thus disproving the aforementioned result. In
[10], the authors compared the classes of circular languages generated by (i, j)-circular simple systems, for different values
of the pair (i, j). A precise description of the relationship among these classes of languages along with some of their closure
properties was given.
An analogous viewpointwas adopted for Paun circular semi-simple splicing systems in [9]where the authors highlighted
further differences between circular simple and CSSH systems: they proved that the class of languages generated by (1, 3)-
CSSH systems is not comparable with the class of languages generated by (2, 4)-CSSH systems whereas (1, 3)- and (2, 4)-
circular simple systems generate the same class of languages. However, a characterization of the class of regular circular
languages generated by finite circular semi-simple splicing systems is still unknown. In this paper we focus on (1, 3)-CSSH
systems with I satisfying an additional hypothesis.
Remark 2.1. Notice that in a (1, 3)-CSSH system, each rule in R has the form ai#1$aj#1, with ai, aj ∈ A. Furthermore, the
circular splicing can be rephrased as follows: given a rule ai#1$aj#1 and two circular words ∼hai, ∼kaj, the circular splicing
yields as a result ∼haikaj.
We end this section by showing that the class of circular languages generated by (2, 4)-CSSH systems is the class of the
reversal of the circular languages generated by (1, 3)-CSSH systems. In order to prove our result, we need the following
definition.
Definition 2.2. Let S = (A, I, R) be a (1, 3)-CSSH system (resp. (2, 4)-CSSH system). We denote by SRev the (2, 4)-CSSH
system (resp. (1, 3)-CSSH system) such that SRev = (A, IRev, RRev), where RRev = {1#aj$1#ai | ai#1$aj#1 ∈ R} (resp.
{aj#1$ai#1 | 1#ai$1#aj ∈ R}).
Remark 2.2. Of course S = (SRev)Rev and so L(S) = L((SRev)Rev).
Proposition 2.1. LetC(1,3) (resp.C(2,4)) be the class of the circular languages generated by (1, 3)-CSSH systems (resp. (2, 4)-CSSH
systems), let S = (A, I, R) be a (1, 3)-CSSH system (resp. (2, 4)-CSSH system). Then, we have:
(1) L(SRev) = L(S)Rev .
(2) The map µ : C(1,3) → C(2,4), defined by µ(C) = CRev is a bijection between C(1,3) and C(2,4).
Proof. (1) Let S = (A, I, R) be a (1, 3)-CSSH system and denote by σ iRev the splicing function σ i when we refer to SRev . In
order to prove that L(SRev) = L(S)Rev , it is sufficient to show that for each i ≥ 0, we have (σ i(I))Rev = σ iRev(IRev), i.e., that
w ∈ σ i(I) if and only ifwRev ∈ σ iRev(IRev). We will prove the latter relation by induction on i ≥ 0.
Obviously, w ∈ I = σ 0(I) if and only if wRev ∈ IRev = σ 0Rev(IRev). Furthermore, by induction hypothesis, we have
(σ i−1(I))Rev = σ i−1Rev (IRev) ⊆ σ iRev(IRev). In addition,w ∈ σ i(I)\σ i−1(I) if and only if∼hai,∼kaj exist, with∼hai,∼kaj ∈ σ i−1(I),
and a rule ai#1$aj#1 in R also exist such that w = ∼haikaj. On the other hand, ∼ajkRev , ∼aihRev ∈ σ i−1Rev (IRev) (induction hy-
pothesis) and 1#aj$1#ai ∈ RRev: by the definition of splicing, we have wRev = ∼ajkRevaihRev ∈ σ iRev(IRev). Similar arguments
apply to show that ifwRev ∈ σ iRev(IRev), thenw ∈ σ i(I).
The task is now to prove (1) under the hypothesis that S is a (2, 4)-CSSH system. In this case, SRev is a (1, 3)-CSSH system,
so we have proved that (1) holds for L(SRev), i.e., looking at Remark 2.2, L(S) = L((SRev)Rev) = L(SRev)Rev . Consequently,
L(S)Rev = L(SRev).
(2) Let C ∈ C(1,3). Then, by definition, there exists a (1, 3)-CSSH system S such that C = L(S). By definition of µ and in
view of (1), we haveµ(C) = µ(L(S)) = L(S)Rev = L(SRev) andµ(C) ∈ C(2,4) (see Definition 2.2). Hence,µ is a function from
C(1,3) to C(2,4). Obviously, given C1, C2 ∈ C(1,3), C1 6= C2 if and only if CRev1 6= CRev2 , i.e., µ is injective. Finally, in view of (1),
for each (2, 4)-CSSH system S, we have µ(L(SRev)) = L(SRev)Rev = (L(S)Rev)Rev = L(S), i.e., µ is surjective. 
3. Marked systems
In this section we will define three classes S1, S2, S3 of (1, 3)-CSSH systems S = (A, I, R) such that S1 ⊆ S2 ⊆ S3: the
class S3 of extended marked systems, i.e., (1, 3)-CSSH systems such that for each w ∈ I we have |w|SITES(R) ≤ 1, the class S2
of marked systems, i.e., extended marked systems such that I = SITES(R) = A and the class S1 of transitive marked systems,
i.e., marked systems such that for each a, b ∈ I , the pair (a, b) is in the transitive closure of a relation defined by R. We
prove that a characterization of the systems in Si that generate regular circular languages yields a characterization of those
in Si+1 that generate regular circular languages, for i ∈ {1, 2} (Sections 3.2 and 3.3). Similar results hold for the structure of
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the corresponding generated regular circular languages: the regular circular languages generated by systems in Si+1 can be
constructed with ease by means of regular circular languages generated by systems in Si, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 (Sections 3.2 and 3.3).
In Section 3.1 we review some standard assumptions on the format of a circular splicing systemwhich can bemade without
reducing its computational power.
3.1. Reductions: Some easy results
The aim of this section is to point out some easy results on circular splicing systems. Specifically, Lemma 3.1 proves that
if we eliminate rules in S = (A, I, R) or circular words in I , we obtain a circular splicing system generating a subset of L(S).
In particular, Lemma 3.2 shows that omitting rules or circular words in I which do not intervene in the application of the
splicing operation will not change the generated language, beyond the finite set of words removed from I . Both Lemmas 3.1
and 3.2 can be easily stated by using induction on the length of words in the generated languages. Lemma 3.3 allows us to
assume that L(S) ⊆ ∼I+.
Lemma 3.1. Let S = (A1, I1, R1), S ′ = (A2, I2, R2) be two Paun circular splicing systems. If A1 ⊆ A2, I1 ⊆ I2 and R1 ⊆ R2 then
L(S) ⊆ L(S ′).
Definition 3.1. Let S = (A, I, R) be a Paun circular splicing system, let r = u1#u2$u3#u4 be a rule in R. We say that r is
useful if there exist ∼x, ∼y ∈ I , such that u1u2 ∈ Factc(x), u3u4 ∈ Factc(y). Otherwise, we say that r is useless.
As already said, given a Paun circular splicing system S = (A, I, R), Lemma 3.2 allows us to eliminate all useless rules and
all words ∼x in I such that x has no factor in SITES(R).
Lemma 3.2. Let S = (A, I, R) be a Paun circular splicing system, let I ′ = {∼x ∈ I | SITES(R) ∩ Factc(x) 6= ∅}. Then, we have
L(S) = L(S ′) ∪ (I \ I ′) where S ′ = (A′, I ′, R′), R′ = {r ∈ R | r is useful} and A′ = alph(I ′).
Example 3.1. Let S = (A, I, R) be a (1, 3)-CSSH system, with A = {a, b, c, d}, I = ∼{aac, dc, b, aa, 1}, R = {c#1$b#1}. In
view of Lemma 3.2, L(S) = L(S ′) ∪ ∼{aa, 1}, where S ′ = (A′, I ′, R′) is the (1, 3)-CSSH system reported in Example 2.2, i.e.,
A′ = {a, b, c, d}, I ′ = ∼{aac, dc, b}, R′ = {c#1$b#1}. As another example, let us consider S = (A, I, R), with A = {a, b, c, d},
I = ∼{ab, aa, d}, R = {c#1$b#1, d#1$d#1}. In view of Lemma 3.2, L(S) = L(S ′)∪∼{aa}, where S ′ = (A′, I ′, R′), A′ = {a, b, d},
I ′ = ∼{ab, d}, R′ = {d#1$d#1}.
Lemma 3.3 ([5]). Let S = (A, I, R) be a Paun circular splicing system. Then 1 ∈ I if and only if 1 ∈ L(S).
3.2. Reductions: From extended marked systems to marked systems
As already said, an extendedmarked system S = (A, I, R) is a (1, 3)-CSSH system such that |w|SITES(R) ≤ 1 for allw ∈ I and
S3 denotes the class of extended marked systems. In this section we prove that for a characterization of extended marked
systems generating circular languages in Reg∼ we can limit our investigation to marked systems, defined below.
Definition 3.2 (Marked Systems). A marked system S = (A, I, R) is a (1, 3)-CSSH system such that I = SITES(R) = A. S2
denotes the class of marked systems.
For this purpose, it is convenient to refer to the corresponding generated languages. Thus we set C = {C | ∃S = (A, I, R) ∈
S3 : C = L(S)}, C ′ = {C | ∃S = (A, I, R) ∈ S2 : C = L(S)}. It is worth noting that for each C ∈ C ′ there exists a unique
marked system S = (A, I, R) such that C = L(S). Indeed, I is uniquely defined by the circular words of length one in C and
R by those of length two, i.e., I = {a ∈ C | |a| = 1} and R = {ai#1$aj#1 | ∼aiaj ∈ C, |aiaj| = 2}.
Looking at Lemma 3.2 and by taking into account classical closure properties of regular languages, without loss of
generality we can assume that for each C ∈ C, we have C = L(S), where S = (A, I, R) is a (1, 3)-CSSH system such that
SITES(R) = {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ h} and I = ∼{yi,jaizi,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ h, yi,j, zi,j ∈ (A \ SITES(R))∗, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, ki ∈ N}. The two
propositions that follow allow us to conclude that our investigation can be carried out under the additional requirement
that I = SITES(R) = A, i.e., yi,j = zi,j = 1, for all i, j.
Indeed, for each (1, 3)-CSSH system S = (A, I, R), we set A′ = SITES(R) ⊆ A and we consider the (alphabetic) morphism
φS : A∗ → (A′)∗, denoted by φ for short, such that φ(a) = a, for each a ∈ A′ and φ(a) = 1, for each a ∈ A \ A′. We denote
by φ once again the extensions of φ to ∼A∗ and to P (∼A∗). Furthermore, let C ′ ∈ C ′. Therefore, by definition, there exists a
(unique) (1, 3)-CSSH system S ′ = (A′, I ′, R) such that C ′ = L(S ′) and I ′ = SITES(R) = A′. Thus, we set:
φ−1(C ′) = {C | ∃ a (1, 3)-CSSH system S = (A, I, R) : C = L(S), φS(I) = I ′, A = alph(I)}.
Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 show that if C ∈ C∩Reg∼ then φ(C) = C ′ ∈ C ′∩Reg∼ and, conversely, if C ′ ∈ C ′∩Reg∼ then each
C ∈ φ−1(C ′) is in C ∩ Reg∼. In addition, the proof of Proposition 3.2 also gives a method for constructing each C ∈ φ−1(C ′)
starting with C ′, thus showing that a characterization of languages in C ′ ∩ Reg∼ yields that of languages in C ∩ Reg∼.
Proposition 3.1. Let S = (A, I, R) be a (1, 3)-CSSH system, let S ′ = (A′, φ(I), R). We have:
(1) φ(L(S)) = L(S ′).
(2) If C ∈ C (resp. C ∈ C ∩ Reg∼) then φ(C) ∈ C ′ (resp. φ(C) ∈ C ′ ∩ Reg∼).
(3) If C ∈ C then C ∈ φ−1(φ(C)).
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Proof. (1) Let C = L(S), C ′ = L(S ′) and denote by σ ′1, σ i1 (resp. σ ′2, σ i2) the splicing functions when we refer to S (resp. S ′).
Let us prove that φ(C) = C ′, i.e., that for each i ∈ N we have φ(σ i1(I)) = σ i2(φ(I)), by induction on i. Indeed, for i = 0, we
have φ(σ 01 (I)) = φ(I) = σ 02 (φ(I)).
Now, let i > 0. Since φ(σ i1(I)) = φ(σ i−11 (I)∪ σ ′1(σ i−11 (I))) = φ(σ i−11 (I))∪ φ(σ ′1(σ i−11 (I))) and σ i2(φ(I)) = σ i−12 (φ(I)) ∪
σ ′2(σ
i−1
2 (φ(I))), by using the induction hypothesis, we shall have established the proposition if we prove that w = φ(z),
with z ∈ σ ′1(σ i−11 (I)), if and only ifw ∈ σ ′2(σ i−12 (φ(I))).
Indeed, let w = φ(z), with z ∈ σ ′1(σ i−11 (I)). By definition, z ∈ σ ′1(σ i−11 (I)) if and only if there exist z ′, z ′′ ∈ σ i−11 (I),
ai#1$aj#1 ∈ R such that z ′ = ∼hai, z ′′ = ∼kaj, z = ∼haikaj. This implies thatw = φ(z) = φ(∼haikaj) = ∼φ(h)aiφ(k)aj. Since
ai#1$aj#1 ∈ R, φ(z ′) = ∼φ(h)ai ∈ φ(σ i−11 (I)) = σ i−12 (φ(I)) (induction hypothesis) and φ(z ′′) = ∼φ(k)aj ∈ φ(σ i−11 (I)) =
σ i−12 (φ(I)) (induction hypothesis), we havew ∈ σ ′2(σ i−12 (φ(I))).
Conversely, by definition, w ∈ σ ′2(σ i−12 (φ(I))) if and only if there exist w′, w′′ ∈ σ i−12 (φ(I)) = φ(σ i−11 (I)) (induction
hypothesis), ai#1$aj#1 ∈ R such thatw′ = ∼hai,w′′ = ∼kaj,w = ∼haikaj, i.e., if and only if there exist z ′, z ′′ ∈ σ i−11 (I) such
that w′ = ∼hai = φ(z ′), w′′ = ∼kaj = φ(z ′′), ai#1$aj#1 ∈ R such that w = ∼haikaj. Thus, we have that there exist h′, k′
such that φ(h′) = h, φ(k′) = k and z ′ = ∼h′ai, z ′′ = ∼k′aj,w = ∼φ(h′)aiφ(k′)aj = ∼φ(h′aik′aj) = φ(∼h′aik′aj). Hence, there
exists z = ∼h′aik′aj, with z ∈ σ ′1(σ i−11 (I)) and such thatw = φ(z).
(2) Let C ∈ C. By definition, C = L(S) where S = (A, I, R) is a (1, 3)-CSSH system such that |w|SITES(R) = 1, for all w ∈ I .
In view of (1), we have φ(C) = φ(L(S)) = L(S ′), where S ′ = (A′, φ(I), R). Moreover, we now prove that SITES(R) = A′ =
alph(φ(I)) = φ(I) and so φ(C) ∈ C ′. Indeed, let w ∈ I . Since |w|SITES(R) = 1, we have |φ(w)|SITES(R) = 1 = |φ(w)|, i.e., φ(I)
is a set of letters and φ(I) = alph(φ(I)) ⊆ SITES(R). In addition, by definition A′ = SITES(R) and each rule in R is useful, so
A′ = SITES(R) ⊆ alph(φ(I)).
Now, assume that C ∈ C ∩ Reg∼. We proved that φ(C) ∈ C ′ and, by definition, Lin(C) is regular. Thus, since the class of
regular languages is closed under morphism, φ(Lin(C)) = Lin(φ(C)) is also regular. Consequently, φ(C) ∈ C ′ ∩ Reg∼.
(3) Let C ∈ C, let S = (A, I, R) be a (1, 3)-CSSH system such that C = L(S) and |w|SITES(R) = 1, for all w ∈ I . In (2) we
proved that S ′ = (A′, φ(I), R) is the unique (1, 3)-CSSH system such that φ(C) = L(S ′) and φ(I) = SITES(R) = A′. Hence, by
definition, C ∈ φ−1(φ(C)). 
Example 3.2. Let S = (A, I, R) be the (1, 3)-CSSH system reported in Example 2.2, i.e., A = {a, b, c, d}, I = ∼{aac, dc, b},
R = {c#1$b#1}, let C = L(S) be the corresponding generated language. In view of Proposition 3.1, we have φ(C) = L(S ′),
where S ′ = (A′, φ(I), R) = ({b, c}, {b, c}, R).
We recall that given two (free) monoids (A′)∗, A∗, a substitution λ: (A′)∗ → A∗ is a (monoid) morphism from (A′)∗ into
the powersetP (A∗) of A∗. A map λ: A′ → P (A∗) can be extended to a substitution λ: (A′)∗ → A∗ in a natural way. In turn, a
substitution λ is extended to sets in an obvious way, namely if L ⊆ (A′)∗ then λ(L) = ∪x∈Lλ(x). A substitution λ: (A′)∗ → A∗
is called regular if λ(a) is a regular language for all a ∈ A′. It is known that regular languages are closed under regular
substitution [1]. We also recall that X ⊆ A+ is a prefix code if X ∩ XA+ = ∅ [2].
Remark 3.1. Obviously, if λ: (A′)∗ → A∗ is a substitution, w,w′ ∈ (A′)∗ and w ∼ w′ then, for each z ∈ λ(w), there
exists z ′ ∈ λ(w′) such that z ∼ z ′. Indeed, if w ∼ w′ then w = xy, w′ = yx, with x, y ∈ (A′)∗. Moreover, for each
z ∈ λ(w) = λ(x)λ(y) there exist z1 ∈ λ(x), z2 ∈ λ(y) such that z = z1z2. Thus, z2z1 = z ′ ∼ z and z ′ ∈ λ(y)λ(x) = λ(w′).
Proposition 3.2. C ∩ Reg∼ = {C | ∃ C ′ ∈ C ′ ∩ Reg∼ : C ∈ φ−1(C ′)}, where, for C ′ = L(S ′), S ′ = (A′, I ′, R), we set φ−1(C ′) =
{C | ∃ a (1, 3)-CSSH system S = (A, I, R) : C = L(S), φS(I) = I ′, A = alph(I)}.
Proof. It is easy to see that C ∩ Reg∼ ⊆ {C | ∃ C ′ ∈ C ′ ∩ Reg∼ : C ∈ φ−1(C ′)}. Indeed, in view of items (2)–(3) in
Proposition 3.1, for each C ∈ C ∩ Reg∼, we have φ(C) = C ′ ∈ C ′ ∩ Reg∼ and C ∈ φ−1(C ′). Conversely, let us prove that
{C | ∃ C ′ ∈ C ′ ∩ Reg∼ : C ∈ φ−1(C ′)} ⊆ C ∩ Reg∼. Notice that, if C ′ ∈ C ′ ∩ Reg∼ and C ∈ φ−1(C ′) then C ∈ C. Indeed, for
eachw ∈ I , we have |w|SITES(R) = |φ(w)|SITES(R) = 1. Therefore, the relation {C | ∃ C ′ ∈ C ′∩Reg∼ : C ∈ φ−1(C ′)} ⊆ C∩Reg∼
will be proved once we prove that C is a regular circular language.
Since C ∈ φ−1(C ′), by definition, there exists a (1, 3)-CSSH system S = (A, I, R) such that C = L(S), whereas C ′ is gen-
erated by S ′ = (A′, φ(I), R), where A′ = φ(I) = SITES(R) = {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ h}. Consequently, we have C = L(S), with S =
(A, I, R), I = ∼{yi,jaizi,j | 1 ≤ i ≤ h, yi,j, zi,j ∈ (A\SITES(R))∗, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, ki ∈ N}, A = A′∪1≤i≤h, 1≤j≤ki (alph(yi,j)∪alph(zi,j)).
To simplify notation, we will use the same symbols σ ′ and σ i to denote the splicing functions for S and S ′ since it will cause
no confusion.
Consider the regular substitution λC : (A′)∗ → A∗, defined by λC (ai) = {zi,jyi,jai | 1 ≤ j ≤ ki} = Xiai, with 1 ≤ i ≤ h. Thus,
we also have I = ∼λC (I ′) = ∼λC (A′) and so S = (A, ∼λC (A′), R). The proofwill follow easily once the relation below is stated.
C = ∼λC (Lin(C ′)). (1)
Indeed, by hypothesis, C ′ is a regular circular language, hence Lin(C ′) is regular as λC (Lin(C ′)) is, λC being a regular substi-
tution. Thus, in view of Eq. (1), C = ∼λC (Lin(C ′)) is a regular circular language.
In turn, the two claims that follow will be needed in the proof of Eq. (1).
Claim 1. ∀z, z ′ ∈ (A′)∗, ∀w ∈ λC (z), w′ ∈ λC (z ′), ifw ∼ w′ then z ∼ z ′.
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Claim 2. ∀ ∼w ∈ C ∃k ≥ 1, ∃aiq ∈ A′, xiq ∈ Xiq , 1 ≤ q ≤ k : ∼w = ∼xi1ai1 · · · xikaik .
Proof of Claim 1. Let z = ai1 · · · aik , z ′ = aj1 · · · ajp , with aiq , ajq′ ∈ A′, 1 ≤ q ≤ k, 1 ≤ q′ ≤ p, and assume that w ∈ λC (z),
w′ ∈ λC (z ′) with w ∼ w′. Then xiq , xjq′ exist with xiq ∈ Xiq , xjq′ ∈ Xjq′ , 1 ≤ q ≤ k, 1 ≤ q′ ≤ p such that w = xi1ai1 · · · xikaik ,
w′ = xj1aj1 · · · xjpajp . Since w ∼ w′ and considering that λC (A′) and Xiai, 1 ≤ i ≤ h, are prefix codes, there exists
g ∈ {1, . . . , p} such that xi1ai1 · · · xikaik = xjg ajg · · · xjpajpxj1aj1 · · · xjg−1ajg−1 . Thus, since λC (A′) and Xiai, 1 ≤ i ≤ h, are
prefix codes, we have k = p and xiqaiq = xjq+g−1ajq+g−1 , 1 ≤ q ≤ p − g + 1, xiqaiq = xjq−p+g−1ajq−p+g−1 , p − g + 2 ≤ q ≤ p.
Hence, aiq = ajq+g−1 , 1 ≤ q ≤ p−g+1, aiq = ajq−p+g−1 , p−g+2 ≤ q ≤ p, i.e., ai1 · · · aik = ajg · · · ajpaj1 · · · ajg−1 , thus z ∼ z ′.
Proof of Claim 2. Let ∼w ∈ C . We prove our claim by induction on the (minimal) k such that ∼w ∈ σ k(I). If k = 0, i.e.,
if ∼w ∈ I , we have ∼w = ∼zi,jyi,jai with i, j such that 1 ≤ i ≤ h, 1 ≤ j ≤ ki, so zi,jyi,j = xi ∈ Xi and the claim is true.
Assume now k > 0. By definition, r , w′, w′′ exist, with r ∈ R, ∼w′, ∼w′′ ∈ σ k−1(I) such that ∼w = ∼w′w′′, by using r .
By induction hypothesis, aiq , ajq′ , xiq , xjq′ exist, with aiq , ajq′ ∈ A′, xiq ∈ Xiq , xjq′ ∈ Xjq′ , 1 ≤ q ≤ k, 1 ≤ q′ ≤ p, such that∼w′ = ∼xi1ai1 · · · xikaik and ∼w′′ = ∼xj1aj1 · · · xjpajp . Furthermore, looking at the definition of splicing and considering that
alph(xiq) ∩ SITES(R) = ∅ = alph(xjq′ ) ∩ SITES(R), we have w′, w′′ ∈ A∗A′ and we can assume that w′ = xi1ai1 · · · xikaik and
w′′ = xj1aj1 · · · xjpajp . Consequently, ∼w = ∼xi1ai1 · · · xikaikxj1aj1 · · · xjpajp and this relation completes the proof.
Let us prove that Eq. (1) holds. We begin by showing that ∼λC (Lin(C ′)) ⊆ C . Indeed, if ∼w ∈ ∼λC (Lin(C ′)) then there are∼z ∈ C ′, i.e., z ∈ Lin(C ′), and w′ ∈ λC (z) such that w′ ∼ w. We can assume that w = w′, since our claim is ∼w = ∼w′ ∈ C .
Therefore, we prove that ∼w ∈ C by induction on the minimal k such that ∼z ∈ σ k(I ′). If k = 0 then z = ai, with 1 ≤ i ≤ h.
So,w ∈ λC (z) = λC (ai) = Xiai and ∼w ∈ I ⊆ C .
Otherwise, r , x′ and y′ exist, with r = ai#1$aj#1 ∈ R and x′, y′ ∈ (A′)∗, such that ∼z = ∼z ′z ′′, with ∼z ′ = ∼x′ai,
∼z ′′ = ∼y′aj ∈ σ k−1(I ′) ⊆ C ′, z ′ = x′ai, z ′′ = y′aj. Thus, since w ∈ λC (z) and z ∼ z ′z ′′, by Remark 3.1, there exists
w1 ∈ λC (z ′z ′′) = λC (z ′)λC (z ′′) such that w ∼ w1. Therefore, w′, w′′ exist, with w′ ∈ λC (z ′) = λC (x′ai) = λC (x′)Xiai and
w′′ ∈ λC (z ′′) = λC (y′aj) = λC (y′)Xjaj, such that w1 = w′w′′ and so w ∼ w′w′′. For each w′ ∈ λC (z ′) = λC (x′ai) (resp.
w′′ ∈ λC (z ′′) = λC (y′aj)), we have w′ = xai (resp. w′′ = yaj) with x ∈ λC (x′)Xi (resp. y ∈ λC (y′)Xj). Furthermore, since
z ′, z ′′ ∈ Lin(C ′), by induction hypothesis, we have ∼w′ ∈ C (resp. ∼w′′ ∈ C). Consequently, by the definition of splicing, we
have ∼w1 = ∼w′w′′ = ∼xaiyaj ∈ C and also ∼w ∈ C .
Conversely, let ∼w ∈ C . We prove that ∼w ∈ ∼λC (Lin(C ′)) by induction on theminimal k such that ∼w ∈ σ k(I). Let k = 0,
i.e.,∼w ∈ I . Looking at the definition of I , there exists xi ∈ Xi such thatw ∼ xiai. Thus,w ∼ λC (ai)with ai ∈ Lin(I ′) ⊆ Lin(C ′).
Consequently, ∼w ∈ ∼λC (Lin(C ′)).
Assume now k > 0. By definition, r , ∼xai, ∼yaj exist, with r = ai#1$aj#1 ∈ R, ∼xai, ∼yaj ∈ σ k−1(I) ⊆ C , such that∼w = ∼xaiyaj. By using Claim 2, aiq , ajq′ , xiq , xjq′ exist, with aiq , ajq′ ∈ A′, xiq ∈ Xiq , xjq′ ∈ Xjq′ , 1 ≤ q ≤ k, 1 ≤ q′ ≤ p,
such that ∼xai = ∼xi1ai1 · · · xikaik and ∼yaj = ∼xj1aj1 · · · xjpajp . Moreover, since SITES(R) ∩ Xiq = SITES(R) ∩ Xjq′ = ∅, we
can assume that xai = xi1ai1 · · · xikaik and yaj = xj1aj1 · · · xjpajp , and so ai = aik , aj = ajp . In addition, by induction hy-
pothesis, ∼xai, ∼yaj ∈ ∼λC (Lin(C ′)). Thus, there are z ∈ Lin(C ′), i.e., ∼z ∈ C ′, and w1 ∈ λC (z) such that xai ∼ w1, i.e.,
xi1ai1 · · · xikaik ∼ w1. On the other hand, xi1ai1 · · · xikaik ∈ λC (ai1 · · · aik). Hence, by using Claim 1, we have ai1 · · · aik ∼ z
and so ai1 · · · aik ∈ Lin(C ′). Arguing as before, we also have aj1 · · · ajp ∈ Lin(C ′). Consequently, ∼ai1 · · · aik , ∼aj1 · · · ajp ∈ C ′
and, by using the rule r = ai#1$aj#1 ∈ R, we get ∼ai1 · · · aikaj1 · · · ajp ∈ C ′, i.e., ai1 · · · aikaj1 · · · ajp ∈ Lin(C ′). Hence, since∼w = ∼xaiyaj = ∼xi1ai1 · · · xikaikxj1aj1 · · · xjpajp and xi1ai1 · · · xikaikxj1aj1 · · · xjpajp ∈ λC (ai1 · · · aikaj1 · · · ajp) ⊆ λC (Lin(C ′)),
we have ∼w ∈ ∼λC (Lin(C ′)). 
Example 3.3. Let S ′ = (A′, I ′, R) with A′ = I ′ = {c, b}, R = {c#1$b#1}. Hence C ′ = L(S ′) ∈ C ′. In Section 5 we will prove
that C ′ = ∼{b, c}+ \ ∼(b+b ∪ c+c) and of course C ′ is a regular circular language since Lin(C ′) = {b, c}+ \ (b+b ∪ c+c)
is regular. Let S = (A, I, R) be the (1, 3)-CSSH system reported in Example 2.2, i.e., A = {a, b, c, d}, I = ∼{aac, dc, b},
R = {c#1$b#1}. Obviously, C = L(S) ∈ φ−1(C ′). Looking at Eq. (1) in the proof of Proposition 3.2 and considering that
λC (b) = b, λC (c) = {aac, dc}, we have that C is the circularization of the language obtained by inserting (any word in)
{aa, d} on the left of each occurrence of c in thewords of {b, c}+\(b+b∪c+c). Hence, by Proposition 3.2, C = ∼{b, aac, dc}+\
∼(b+b ∪ ((aa+ d)c)+(aa+ d)c) is also a regular circular language.
Remark 3.2. As claimed before, the results stated in this paper allow us to characterize languages inD ∩ Reg∼ by means of
languages inD ′ ∩ Reg∼, whereD (resp.D ′) is defined starting with C (resp. C ′) and by changing (1, 3)-CSSH systems with
(2, 4)-CSSH systems. Indeed, looking at the proof of Proposition 2.1, it is easy to see thatD ∩ Reg∼ = {C | CRev ∈ C ∩ Reg∼}
andD ′ ∩ Reg∼ = {C | CRev ∈ C ′ ∩ Reg∼}. Hence, the characterization of languages in C ′ ∩ Reg∼ allows us to characterize
the structure of languages inD ′ ∩ Reg∼.
3.3. Reductions: From marked systems to transitive marked systems
To shorten notation, from now on S = (I, R)will denote amarked system and L(I, R)will be the corresponding generated
language. It is simple to prove that L(I, R) ⊆ ∼I+ (by using induction on the minimal i such thatw ∈ σ i(I)). Furthermore, it
is understood that (ai, aj) is an abridged notation for a rule ai#1$aj#1 in R. Thus R is a relation on I and its transitive closure,
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denoted ≈, allows us to state a useful decomposition of the language generated by a marked system in Proposition 3.3. The
relation ≈ is described in a precise way in the definition below.
Definition 3.3. Let ai, aj ∈ I . Then ai ≈ aj if and only if b1, . . . , bk ∈ I exist, with k ≥ 2, such that:
1. b1 = ai, bk = aj,
2. ∀h ∈ {1, . . . , k− 1}, (bh, bh+1) ∈ R.
Hence ≈ is a transitive (by definition), symmetric (since R is symmetric) relation and for each a ∈ I there exists b ∈ I such
that (a, b) ∈ R. As a consequence, the relation ≈ is an equivalence relation on I .
Remark 3.3. We denote by I1, . . . , Ig the equivalence classes with respect to ≈. Obviously I≈ = {I1, . . . , Ig} is a partition
of I . Furthermore, notice that if (ai, aj) ∈ R then ai ≈ aj and so ≈ also defines a partition R≈ = {R1, . . . , Rg} of R, where
(ai, aj) ∈ Rh if and only if ai ∈ Ih, i.e., Rh is defined by SITES(Rh) = Ih, 1 ≤ h ≤ g .
Given a marked system S = (I, R), we now define some special ‘‘subsystems’’ of S by means of ≈.
Definition 3.4 (Canonical Decomposition). Let S = (I, R) be amarked system. The canonical decomposition of S is the family
{(Ih, Rh) | 1 ≤ h ≤ g} of marked systems Sh = (Ih, Rh), 1 ≤ h ≤ g , with I≈ = {I1, . . . , Ig} (resp.R≈ = {R1, . . . , Rg}) being
the partition of I (resp. R) induced by ≈.
Example 3.4. Let S = (I, R) be themarked systemdefined by I = {c, b} and R = {(c, b)}. Then, the canonical decomposition
of S is {(I, R)}, whereas the canonical decomposition of S ′ = (I ′, R′), with I ′ = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6}, R′ = {(a1, a2), (a2, a3),
(a2, a4), (a5, a6)} is {(Ih, Rh) | 1 ≤ h ≤ 2}, where I1 = {a1, a2, a3, a4}, R1 = {(a1, a2), (a2, a3), (a2, a4)}, I2 = {a5, a6},
R2 = {(a5, a6)}.
We now state the already mentioned canonical decomposition of the language generated by a marked system.
Proposition 3.3. Let S = (I, R) be a marked system, let {(Ih, Rh) | 1 ≤ h ≤ g} be the canonical decomposition of S and let
Sh = (Ih, Rh), 1 ≤ h ≤ g. Then L = L(I, R) = ⋃gh=1 Lh, where Lh = L(Ih, Rh). Moreover Lh ∩ Lh′ = ∅, for h, h′ ∈ {1, . . . , g},
h 6= h′. Consequently, for eachw ∈ L = L(I, R), there exists a unique v ∈ {1, . . . , g}, such thatw ∈ ∼I+v .
Proof. Let S = (I, R), {(Ih, Rh) | 1 ≤ h ≤ g}, Sh = (Ih, Rh), L and Lh be as in the statement. In view of Lemma 3.1, we have⋃g
h=1 Lh ⊆ L. Conversely, it is easy to prove that eachw ∈ L is in
⋃g
h=1 Lh, by induction on |w|, withw ∈ σ i(I).
Indeed, since σ 0(I) = I =⋃gh=1 Ih ⊆⋃gh=1 Lh, we assume that i > 0. Hence, there exists a rule (ai, aj) and there are two
circular words ∼hai, ∼kaj ∈ L such that w = ∼haikaj. By induction hypothesis, ∼hai, ∼kaj ∈ ⋃gh=1 Lh. Thus, s, t exist, with s,
t ∈ {1, . . . , g}, such that ∼hai ∈ Ls, ∼kaj ∈ Lt . Hence, we have ∼hai ∈ ∼I+s , ∼kaj ∈ ∼I+t and, since≈ is an equivalence relation
on I , s and t are the unique integers in {1, . . . , g} satisfying these relations. In addition, thanks to Remark 3.3, there exists a
unique f ∈ {1, . . . , g}, such that (ai, aj) ∈ Rf , i.e., ai, aj ∈ If . Once again since ≈ is an equivalence relation on I and ai ∈ Is,
aj ∈ It , we have s = t = f . In conclusion, we have ∼hai, ∼kaj ∈ Lt and (ai, aj) ∈ Rt , that yieldw = ∼haikaj ∈ Lt ⊆⋃gh=1 Lh.
The proof of the second part of the statement easily follows when considering that L(I, R) ⊆ ∼I+ and that ≈ is an
equivalence relation on I . 
As stated in Proposition 3.3, each circular language L(I, R)which is generated by a marked system S = (I, R) is a disjoint
union of the circular languages L(Ih, Rh) generated bymeans of the canonical decomposition of S, i.e., L = L(I, R) =⋃gh=1 Lh.
Consequently, Lin(L) = ⋃gh=1 Lin(Lh). On the other hand, it is classically known that the class of regular (resp. context-
free) languages is closed under union and intersection (resp. intersection with a regular language) [19]. Consequently, L
is a regular (resp. context-free) circular language if and only if each Lin(Lh) = Lin(L) ∩ I+h is regular (resp. context-free).
The above arguments show that in order to characterize the structure of the regular (resp. context-free) circular languages
generated by marked systems, we can assume that S is transitive, i.e., S satisfies the definition given below.
Definition 3.5. Let S = (I, R) be a marked system. S is transitive if {(I, R)} is the canonical decomposition of S, i.e., for each
ai, aj ∈ I we have ai ≈ aj.
4. Outline of the results
Themain results in this paper are stated bymeans of twouseful notionswhich are both given below: the distance between
two letters and the diameter of a transitive marked system.
Definition 4.1. Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system. For each ai, aj ∈ I the distance d(ai, aj) between ai and aj is
defined by:
d(ai, aj) = min {k | ∃b1, . . . , bk ∈ I : (bh, bh+1) ∈ R, 1 ≤ h ≤ k− 1, b1 = ai, bk = aj}.
In turn, the above definition allows us to define the diameter of a transitive marked system S = (I, R). When |I| ≥ 2, the
diameter of S is the maximum distance between two different symbols in I .
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Definition 4.2. Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system. The diameter of S is defined by:
d(S) =
{
max{d(ai, aj) | ai, aj ∈ I, ai 6= aj} if |I| ≥ 2,
2 if |I| = 1.
Remark 4.1. Let S = (I, R) be a transitivemarked systemand let ai, aj ∈ I be such that d(ai, aj) = k. In viewofDefinition 4.1,
there are k different elements b1, . . . , bk in I such that (bh, bh+1) ∈ R, 1 ≤ h ≤ k − 1, b1 = ai, bk = aj. Indeed, otherwise,
v, v′ exist, with 1 ≤ v < v′ ≤ k− 1, such that bv = bv′ , which yields d(ai, aj) = k− v′ + v < k, a contradiction.
Given a subset J of I , wedenote by S J = (J, RJ) the circular splicing systemhaving J as initial language andRJ = R∩(J×J) =
{(ai, aj) ∈ R | ai, aj ∈ J} as a set of rules. It is worth pointing out that S J is not necessarily a transitive marked system. For
instance, with I = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5} and R = {(a1, a2), (a2, a3), (a3, a4), (a4, a5)}, if we choose J = {a1, a2, a4, a5} as the
initial set then RJ = {(a1, a2), (a4, a5)} and S J is a marked systemwhich is not transitive, whereas if we take J = {a1, a2, a4}
as the initial set then RJ = {(a1, a2)} and S J is not even a marked system. However, in order to abbreviate, we will use the
notation L(J, RJ) for the corresponding generated language, when no confusion arises.
Proposition 4.1. Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system. Let J ⊆ I and let RJ = R ∩ (J × J) = {(ai, aj) ∈ R | ai, aj ∈ J}.
Then L(I, R) ∩ ∼J+ = L(J, RJ). Consequently, we have Lin(L(J, RJ)) = Lin(L(I, R) ∩ ∼J+) = Lin(L(I, R)) ∩ J+.
Proof. Let S J = (J, RJ), where S = (I, R), J , RJ are defined as in the statement. In viewof Lemma3.1,wehave L(J, RJ) ⊆ L(I, R)
and so L(J, RJ) ⊆ L(I, R) ∩ ∼J+. Conversely, it is easy to prove that eachw ∈ L(I, R) ∩ ∼J+ is in L(J, RJ), by induction on |w|,
with w ∈ σ i(I). Indeed, since σ 0(I) ∩ ∼J+ = J ⊆ L(J, RJ), we may assume that i > 0. Hence, there exists a rule (ai, aj) ∈ R
and there are two circular words ∼hai, ∼kaj ∈ σ i−1(I) such that w = ∼haikaj. Since w ∈ ∼J+ we have r ∈ RJ and ∼hai,
∼kaj ∈ ∼J+. By induction hypothesis, ∼hai, ∼kaj ∈ L(J, RJ), sow ∈ L(J, RJ).
The proof of the second part of the statement is immediate. 
We say that a subset J of I is transitive if S J = (J, RJ) is a transitive marked system. The condition characterizing regular
circular languages generated by transitive marked systems S is formulated in terms of the diameter of some ‘‘subsystems’’
of S. Loosely speaking, d(S) ≤ 3 and each system S J = (J, RJ) inherits this property, where J is a transitive subset of I . We
give below notation and terminology in a precise way.
Definition 4.3. Let S = (I, R) be a transitivemarked system. For every subset J of I such that S J = (J, RJ) is amarked system,
we denote by≈J the relation≈ described inDefinition 3.3whenwe refer to S J . Analogously, if J is transitive, dJ(ai, aj) denotes
the distance between ai, aj ∈ J when we refer to S J .
Definition 4.4 (Local Diameter). Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system. The local diameter d`(S) of S is defined by
d`(S) = max{d(S J) | S J = (J, RJ), J ⊆ I, J transitive}.
In the next part of this paper, we will prove that a transitive marked system S = (I, R) generates a regular circular
language if and only if d`(S) ≤ 3. An equivalent formulation of this property is also needed and will be given below.
Definition 4.5. Let I = {a1, a2, a3, a4} be a set of four letters and let ψ be any permutation of {1, 2, 3, 4}. We set RMin,I,ψ =
{(aψ(1), aψ(2)), (aψ(2), aψ(3)), (aψ(3), aψ(4))} and RMax = RMin,I,ψ ∪ {(a, a) | a ∈ SITES(RMin,I,ψ )}. The subscripts I ,ψ in RMin,I,ψ
will be dropped when no confusion arises.
Definition 4.6 (Forbidden Chains). Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system. A transitive subset J = {a1, a2, a3, a4} of I
is a forbidden chain for S if RMin,J,ψ ⊆ RJ ⊆ RMax, where RMin,J,ψ , RMax are as in Definition 4.5.
Proposition 4.2. Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system. Thus, S has no forbidden chain if and only if d`(S) ≤ 3.
Proof. Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system. We will prove that there exists a transitive subset J of I such that
d(S J) ≥ 4, where S J = (J, RJ), if and only if there exists a forbidden chain J ′ = {a1, a2, a3, a4} for S.
In view of Definitions 4.2 and 4.6, if there exists a forbidden chain J ′ = {a1, a2, a3, a4} for S, then dJ ′(aψ(1), aψ(4)) = 4,
hence d(S J
′
) = 4, where S J ′ = (J ′, RJ ′).
Conversely, once again by Definition 4.2, if there exists a transitive subset J of I such that d(S J) = n ≥ 4, where
S J = (J, RJ), then we necessarily have |J| ≥ 4. Furthermore, ai, aj ∈ J exist, with ai 6= aj and such that dJ(ai, aj) = n. Hence,
n different elements b1, . . . , bn exist in J such that b1 = ai, bn = aj, (bh, bh+1) ∈ RJ , for h ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} (Definition 4.1,
Remark 4.1). Set J ′ = {b1, b2, b3, b4}. Of course J ′ is a transitive subset of I such that RMin = {(b1, b2), (b2, b3), (b3, b4)} ⊆ RJ ′
and we claim that RJ
′ ⊆ RMax, i.e., J ′ is a forbidden chain for S. Otherwise, at least one of the three pairs (b1, b3), (b1, b4),
(b2, b4) should be in RJ
′
and so in RJ .
Assume that (b1, b3) ∈ RJ . Then, by {(b1, b3), (b3, b4), . . . , (bn−1, bn)} ⊆ RJ we get dJ(ai, aj) = n − 1 which contradicts
our assumption. Analogously, if (b1, b4) ∈ RJ (resp. (b2, b4) ∈ RJ ) by {(b1, b4), . . . , (bn−1, bn)} ⊆ RJ (resp. {(b1, b2),
(b2, b4), . . . , (bn−1, bn)} ⊆ RJ ) we have dJ(ai, aj) = n− 2 (resp. dJ(ai, aj) = n− 1), once again a contradiction. 
Results on diameter versus regularity, proved in the next part of this paper and summarized in the following table, are a
direct consequence of the characterization of transitive marked systems generating regular circular languages.
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Diameter vs. Regularity
d(S) = 2 L(I, R) is always a regular circular language
d(S) = 3 L(I, R) is a regular circular language if and only if d`(S) ≤ 3
d(S) > 3 L(I, R) is always a non-regular circular language
5. Marked systems with diameter two
In this section, ‘‘marked system’’ will be synonymous with ‘‘transitive marked system’’ and we give results on the be-
havior of a transitive marked system S = (I, R) when S has a small diameter. Precisely, we prove in Proposition 5.5 that
each marked system S such that d(S) < 3 generates a regular circular language L(I, R). The same holds for special transitive
marked systems S with d(S) = 3, in particular for marked systems S = (I, R) with |I| = 3 (Proposition 5.6). For prov-
ing these statements, we need intermediate results which take into account circular words on one or two letters. Universal
letterswill be also defined.
Proposition 5.1. Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system and let a ∈ I . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) ∼a+a ∩ L(I, R) 6= ∅.
(2) (a, a) ∈ R.
(3) ∼a+ ⊆ L(I, R).
Proof. In view of Proposition 4.1, we have either L(I, R) ∩ ∼a+ = L({a},∅) or L(I, R) ∩ ∼a+ = L({a}, (a, a)) according to
whether (a, a) 6∈ R or (a, a) ∈ R. Of course L({a},∅) = {a} and by using induction it is easy to prove that L({a}, (a, a)) = ∼a+.
Indeed, a ∈ L({a}, (a, a)) and if ∼an−1 ∈ L({a}, (a, a)), with n ≥ 1, then the application of the rule (a, a) to ∼an−1 and a yields
∼an. From the above it follows that (1)⇔ (2)⇒ (3). Finally, (3)⇒ (1) is clear. 
Proposition 5.2. Let ∼w ∈ ∼I+ with |alph(w)| ≥ 2, let ai ∈ alph(w) and let w be a linearization of ∼w such that w ∈ I∗ai.
Then, there are aj, z, n, with aj ∈ alph(w), ai 6= aj, z ∈ I∗, n ∈ N , n > 0, such that w = zajani and consequently ∼w = ∼aiz ′aj,
with z ′ ∈ I∗.
Proof. Let ∼w ∈ ∼I+ with |alph(w)| ≥ 2, let ai ∈ alph(w) and let w be a linearization of ∼w such that w ∈ I∗ai. Since∼w 6∈ ∼a+i , we havew = zajani , where n > 0, aj ∈ alph(w), ai 6= aj, z ∈ I∗ and the proof is complete. 
Definition 5.1. Let S = (I, R) be amarked system, let ak ∈ I . We say that ak is a universal letter if, for all ai ∈ I , with ai 6= ak,
we have (ak, ai) ∈ R. We say that S has a universal letter if there exists a universal letter ak in I .
Proposition 5.3. Assume that S has a universal letter ak and let∼w ∈ ∼I+. If ak ∈ alph(w) and |alph(w)| ≥ 2 then∼w ∈ L(I, R).
Proof. Let ∼w ∈ ∼I+ with ak ∈ alph(w) and |alph(w)| ≥ 2. We prove our assertion by induction on |w|. If ∼w = ajak,
with aj ∈ I and aj 6= ak, then ∼w = ajak ∈ L(I, R) (since ak is a universal letter). Otherwise, by Proposition 5.2, there
are z ∈ I∗ and aj ∈ I , with aj 6= ak, such that w = zajak. We can assume z 6= 1 and we have either ak ∈ alph(z) or
ak 6∈ alph(z). In the first case, we also have |alph(zaj)| ≥ 2 and |zaj| < |w|: by induction hypothesis we have ∼zaj ∈ L(I, R)
and ∼w = ∼zajak ∈ L(I, R) follows by (aj, ak) ∈ R. In the second case, let z = aiz ′, with z ′ ∈ I∗. Since ak 6∈ alph(z),
we have ai 6= ak. Thus, |alph(z ′ajak)| ≥ 2 and |z ′ajak| < |w|: by induction hypothesis we have ∼z ′ajak ∈ L(I, R) and∼w = ∼aiz ′ajak ∈ L(I, R) follows by (ai, ak) ∈ R. This finishes the proof. 
Proposition 5.4. Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system, let ai, aj ∈ I with ai 6= aj. Then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) (ai, aj) ∈ R.
(2) ∼{ai, aj}+ \ (∼a+i ai ∪ ∼a+j aj) ⊆ L(I, R).
(3) (∼{ai, aj}+ \ (∼a+i ∪ ∼a+j )) ∩ L(I, R) 6= ∅.
Proof. (1)⇒ (2). If (ai, aj) ∈ R then ai is a universal letter for S J = (J, RJ), where J = {ai, aj}. Thus, by Propositions 4.1 and
5.3, we have ∼{ai, aj}+ \ (∼a+i ai ∪ ∼a+j aj) ⊆ L(J, RJ) ⊆ L(I, R).
(2)⇒ (3) is clear.
(3)⇒ (1). Assume that ∼w ∈ L(I, R) ∩ (∼{ai, aj}+ \ (∼a+i ∪ ∼a+j )) and let us prove that (ai, aj) ∈ R, by induction over |w|.
If |w| = 2 then ∼w = ∼aiaj and (ai, aj) ∈ R, since ∼w ∈ L(I, R). Otherwise, ∼z1, ∼z2 ∈ L(I, R) exist such that ∼w = ∼z1z2 is
obtained starting with ∼z1, ∼z2 ∈ L(I, R) and by using a rule r in R.
If ∼z1 6∈ (∼a+i ∪∼a+j ) then ∼z1 ∈ L(I, R)∩ (∼{ai, aj}+ \ (∼a+i ∪∼a+j ))with |z1| < |w| and the induction hypothesis directly
yields (ai, aj) ∈ R. The same reasoning applies to the case ∼z2 6∈ (∼a+i ∪ ∼a+j ). Thus, assume that ∼z1 ∈ (∼a+i ∪ ∼a+j ) and
∼z2 ∈ (∼a+i ∪∼a+j ). Hence, since ∼w = ∼z1z2 ∈ ∼{ai, aj}+ \ (∼a+i ∪∼a+j ), we have either ∼z1 ∈ ∼a+i , ∼z2 ∈ ∼a+j or ∼z1 ∈ ∼a+j ,
∼z2 ∈ ∼a+i . In both cases, looking at the definition of splicing, we have r = (ai, aj) and so (ai, aj) ∈ R. 
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Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system. Obviously, we have d(S) = 2 if and only if either I = {a}, R = {(a, a)} or
|I| ≥ 2 and (ai, aj) ∈ R, for each ai, aj ∈ I , with ai 6= aj.
Proposition 5.5. Let S = (I, R) be a transitivemarked systemwith d(S) = 2. Then L(I, R) is a regular circular language. Precisely,
we have:
L(I, R) = ∼I+ \ ∪a∈I,(a,a)6∈R∼a+a.
Proof. In view of Proposition 5.1, it is obvious that L(I, R) ⊆ ∼I+ \ ∪a∈I,(a,a)6∈R∼a+a. Conversely, let us prove by induction
over |w| that if ∼w ∈ ∼I+ \ ∪a∈I, (a,a)6∈R∼a+a then ∼w ∈ L(I, R).
Of course I ⊆ L(I, R), so let ∼w ∈ ∼I+ \∪a∈I,(a,a)6∈R∼a+awith n = |w| ≥ 2. If |alph(w)| = 1 then ∼w ∈ L(I, R) by applying
Proposition 5.1. Otherwise, by applying Proposition 5.2, ai, aj exist, with ai, aj ∈ alph(w), ai 6= aj, and z ∈ I∗ also exists
such that ∼w = ∼aizaj. Since d(S) = 2 and |I| ≥ 2, we have (ai, aj) ∈ R. Thus, if z ∈ {ai, aj}∗ then ∼w ∈ L(I, R) follows by
Proposition 5.4. Otherwise, |alph(zaj)| > 1 and 2 ≤ |∼zaj| < |∼w|, so, by induction hypothesis, ∼zaj ∈ L(I, R). Hence the
rule (ai, aj) applies to ai, ∼zaj and generates ∼w, i.e., ∼w ∈ L(I, R). 
Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system with |I| ≥ 3. We say that S is 3-commutative if for each three different
letters ai, aj, ah, with ai, aj, ah ∈ I , S J = (J, RJ) has a universal letter, where J = {ai, aj, ah}. Of course, if S is a 3-commutative
marked system then d(S) ≤ 3. Furthermore, we will prove that L(I, R) is always a regular circular language.
Proposition 5.6. If S = (I, R) is 3-commutative then L(I, R) is a regular circular language and we have:
L(I, R) = ∼I+ \
 ⋃
ai,aj∈I
(ai,aj)6∈R
∼({ai, aj}∗{aiaj, ajai}) ∪
⋃
a∈I
(a,a)6∈R
∼a+a
 .
Proof. By Propositions 5.1 and 5.4, we have L(I, R) ⊆ ∼I+ \ (⋃ ai,aj∈I
(ai,aj)6∈R
∼({ai, aj}∗{aiaj, ajai}) ∪⋃ a∈I
(a,a)6∈R
∼a+a). Conversely,
let ∼w ∈ ∼I+ \ (⋃ ai,aj∈I
(ai,aj)6∈R
∼({ai, aj}∗{aiaj, ajai}) ∪⋃ a∈I
(a,a)6∈R
∼a+a) and let us prove that ∼w ∈ L(I, R) by induction over |w|.
If |w| = 1, then ∼w ∈ I ⊆ L(I, R), so assume |w| > 1. If alph(w) = {a} (resp. alph(w) = {ai, aj}) then (a, a) ∈ R (resp.
(ai, aj) ∈ R) and ∼w ∈ L(I, R) in view of Proposition 5.1 (resp. Proposition 5.4). So, assume that |alph(w)| ≥ 3.
It is easy to prove that there are three different letters ai, aj, ah ∈ I and n1 ≥ 1, n2 ≥ 1, n3 ≥ 1, such that
an1i a
n2
j a
n3
h ∈ Factc(w), i.e., ∼w = ∼w′an1i an2j an3h . Indeed, let ∼w be the shortest circular word such that ∼w does not satisfy
this claim. Then, in view of Proposition 5.2, w = zajani , with ai 6= aj. Since |z| < |w| and in view of the hypotheses on ∼w,
we have alph(z) ≤ 2. Hence, either alph(z) = {ah, ak} 6= {ai, aj} or alph(z) = {ak} with ak 6∈ {ai, aj}. Both cases contradict
our assumptions on ∼w.
So, let ∼w = ∼w′an1i an2j an3h , with n1, n2, n3 ≥ 1. We proceed to show that ∼w ∈ L(I, R). Since S is 3-commutative,
S J = (J, RJ) has a universal letter, where J = {ai, aj, ah}, and correspondingly we distinguish three cases.
(1) Assume that (ai, aj), (aj, ah) ∈ R. We claim that ∼an3−1h w′an1i an2j ∈ L(I, R). Indeed, if alph(an3−1h w′an1i an2j ) = {ai, aj}
then Proposition 5.4 yields the conclusion, otherwise, since |alph(an3−1h w′an1i an2j )| ≥ 3 and |an3−1h w′an1i an2j | < |w|, the claim
is proved by using the induction hypothesis. Since ah ∈ I and (aj, ah) ∈ Rwe have ∼an3−1h w′an1i an2j ah = ∼w ∈ L(I, R).
(2) Assume that (ai, ah), (ah, aj) ∈ R. If an3−1h w′an1i an2j ∈ {ai, aj}+, in view of Propositions 4.1 and 5.3 we have
∼an3−1h w′a
n1
i a
n2
j ah = ∼w ∈ L(J, RJ) ⊆ L(I, R), where J = {ai, aj, ah}. Otherwise, since |alph(an3−1h w′an1i an2j )| ≥ 3 and
|an3−1h w′an1i an2j | < |w|, we have ∼an3−1h w′an1i an2j ∈ L(I, R), by using the induction hypothesis. Thus, since ah ∈ I and
(aj, ah) ∈ R, we have ∼an3−1h w′an1i an2j ah = ∼w ∈ L(I, R).
(3) Finally, assume that (aj, ai), (ai, ah) ∈ R. The proof proceeds as in case (1). If alph(an2−1j an3h w′an1i ) = {ai, ah} then
by Proposition 5.4 we have ∼an2−1j a
n3
h w
′an1i ∈ L(I, R). Otherwise, the same result holds since |alph(an2−1j an3h w′an1i )| ≥ 3,
|an2−1j an3h w′an1i | < |w| and by using the induction hypothesis. Since aj ∈ I and (aj, ai) ∈ R, we have ∼an2−1j an3h w′an1i aj =∼w ∈ L(I, R). 
Corollary 5.1. Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system with |I| ≤ 3. Then L(I, R) is a regular circular language. Precisely,
we have:
L(I, R) = ∼I+ \
 ⋃
ai,aj∈I
(ai,aj)6∈R
∼({ai, aj}∗{aiaj, ajai}) ∪
⋃
a∈I
(a,a)6∈R
∼a+a
 .
Proof. Obviously, we have 2 ≤ d(S) ≤ 3. By Proposition 5.5, if d(S) = 2 then L(I, R) is a regular circular language which
satisfies the formula in the statement. Otherwise, d(S) = 3 and S = (I, R) with I = {a1, a2, a3}. Thus S is 3-commutative
and by Proposition 5.6, we obtain our claim. 
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6. Forbidden chains
The main result of this section shows that if a transitive marked system S = (I, R) generates a regular circular language
then d`(S) ≤ 3. The crux of the matter is to prove that if S = (I, R) is a transitive marked system such that I is a forbidden
chain for S, then the corresponding generated language L(I, R) is not a regular circular language. By using classical closure
properties of regular languages, the former result will be proved once we prove the latter.
Thus, until further notice, we will assume that S = (I, R), where I = {a1, a2, a3, a4}, RMin ⊆ R ⊆ RMax. Here, to shorten
notations, we assume that RMin = {(a1, a2), (a2, a3), (a3, a4)} but all the results are still true if we set RMin = {(aψ(1), aψ(2)),
(aψ(2), aψ(3)), (aψ(3), aψ(4))}, whereψ is any permutation of {1, 2, 3, 4}. We define some special words v and we prove that
for eachw such that ∼w ∈ L(I, R) and v ∈ Factc(w), we have |w| ≥ 2|v|. An application of the classical pumping lemma for
regular languages allows us to state that L(I, R) is not a regular circular language.
The special mentioned words vn, defined below, can be described as follows: we set vn = y1y2 · · · yn, where yi = a1 if i
is odd and yi = a4 if i is even. In other words, vn is either a power of a1a4 or a power of a1a4 followed by a1. Next, words v′n’s
are defined by changing the role of a1 and a4. Finally, we define wordswn (resp.w′n) by means of vn (resp. v′n) and by special
concatenations of the four symbols in I .
Definition 6.1. For every n ≥ 2 we define:
vn =
{
(a1a4)
n
2 if n is even,
(a1a4)
n−1
2 a1 if n is odd
and v′n =
{
(a4a1)
n
2 if n is even,
(a4a1)
n−1
2 a4 if n is odd.
We also denote by W = {wn | n ≥ 1} (resp. W ′ = {w′n | n ≥ 1}) the set of words wn (resp. w′n) recursively defined as
follows:
• w1 = a1a2,w′1 = a4a3.• ∀n > 1 wn = a1w′n−1a2,w′n = a4wn−1a3.
We will refer town (resp.w′n) as to the canonical linearization of ∼wn (resp. ∼w′n) and we will denote once again byW (resp.
W ′) the setW = {∼wn | n ≥ 1} (resp.W ′ = {∼w′n | n ≥ 1}).
Example 6.1 should clarify the definition of the words inW ∪W ′ and some of their properties described in Lemma 6.1
in a precise way.
Example 6.1. For n = 4 we have ∼w4 = ∼a1a4a1a4a3a2a3a2 and ∼w′4 = ∼a4a1a4a1a2a3a2a3. For n = 5 we have ∼w5 =∼a1a4a1a4a1a2a3a2a3a2 and ∼w′5 = ∼a4a1a4a1a4a3a2a3a2a3. It is worth noting that w4 and w′4 can be obtained from each
other by the morphism defined by a1 → a4, a4 → a1, a2 → a3, a3 → a2. The same holds for v4 = a1a4a1a4 and
v′4 = a4a1a4a1. In addition, a4v4 = v′5, a1v′4 = v5. Finally, no square of a letter is a factor of w4 (resp. w′4) which is a
concatenation of two words: v4 ∈ {a1, a4}∗ (resp. v′4 ∈ {a1, a4}∗) and a word in {a2, a3}∗ which is the image of the reversal
of v4 (resp. v′4) by the morphism defined by a1 → a2, a4 → a3. These observations will be generalized in Lemma 6.1.
In order to abbreviate the proofs of the results that follow, it is convenient to introduce somemorphisms. More precisely,
let φ be the morphism from I∗ to I∗ defined by:
φ(a1) = a4, φ(a4) = a1, φ(a2) = a3, φ(a3) = a2.
We denote by φ once again the map from ∼I∗ into ∼I∗ defined by φ(∼wn) = ∼φ(wn) and the extension of φ to P (∼I∗).
Furthermore, if r = (x, y) ∈ RMin (resp. r = (x, y) ∈ RMax), then we also have φ(r) = (φ(x), φ(y)) ∈ RMin (resp. φ(r) =
(φ(x), φ(y)) ∈ RMax). Obviously, for each w ∈ I∗ we have |w| = |φ(w)|. In addition, the composition φ2 of φ with itself is
the identity function. Finally, let ψ be the morphism from {a1, a4}∗ into {a2, a3}∗ defined by:
ψ(a1) = a2, ψ(a4) = a3.
It is clear that for eachw ∈ {a1, a4}∗, we have ψ(w)Rev = ψ(wRev), |w| = |ψ(w)|.
Lemma 6.1. Let φ, ψ be the morphisms defined above. Then:
(1) For each n ≥ 1 we havewn = φ(w′n) (resp.w′n = φ(wn)) and, for n ≥ 2, vn = φ(v′n) (resp. v′n = φ(vn)).
(2) For each n > 1, a4vn = v′n+1, a1v′n = vn+1.
(3) For each n > 1, we havewn = vnzn,w′n = v′nz ′n where:
zn =
{
(a3a2)
n
2 if n is even,
a2(a3a2)
n−1
2 if n is odd
and z ′n =
{
(a2a3)
n
2 if n is even,
a3(a2a3)
n−1
2 if n is odd,
i.e., zn = φ(z ′n) = ψ(vn)Rev , z ′n = φ(zn) = ψ(v′n)Rev and wn = vnψ(vn)Rev , w′n = v′nψ(v′n)Rev . In particular, for each
wn ∈ W (resp.w′n ∈ W ′), with n > 1, there exist v ∈ {a1, a4}+, z ∈ {a2, a3}+ such thatwn = vz (resp.w′n = vz), |v| = |z|
and x2 6∈ Fact(v), y2 6∈ Fact(z), for x ∈ {a1, a4}, y ∈ {a2, a3}.
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Proof. (1) The first part of the statement will be proven by induction on n. For n = 1, by definition we have φ(w1) =
φ(a1a2) = a4a3 = w′1, φ(w′1) = φ2(w1) = w1. Furthermore, assume thatw′n = φ(wn), wn = φ(w′n). Then we havew′n+1 =
a4wna3 = φ(a1)φ(w′n)φ(a2) = φ(wn+1) and wn+1 = φ2(wn+1) = φ(w′n+1). The definitions of vn and v′n make it obvious
the proof of the second part of the statement.
(2) In view of the definition we have:
a4vn =
{
a4(a1a4)
n
2 if n is even
a4(a1a4)
n−1
2 a1 if n is odd
=
{
(a4a1)
n
2 a4 if n is even
(a4a1)
n+1
2 if n is odd
= v′n+1.
Furthermore, a1v′n = φ(a4)φ(vn) = φ(a4vn) = φ(v′n+1) = vn+1.
(3) The definitions make it obvious that we have zn = φ(z ′n) = ψ(vn)Rev , z ′n = φ(zn) = ψ(v′n)Rev . Then, we prove that
wn = vnzn = vnψ(vn)Rev ,w′n = v′nz ′n = v′nψ(v′n)Rev bymutual induction on n. Indeed, by using (1) alongwith the definitions,
for n = 2 we have:
w2 = a1w′1a2 = a1a4a3a2 = v2z2 = v2ψ(v2)Rev,
w′2 = φ(w2) = φ(v2)φ(z2) = v′2z ′2 = v′2ψ(v′2)Rev.
Furthermore, by using the induction hypothesis along with (2) and the definitions, for n > 2, we have:
wn = a1w′n−1a2 = a1v′n−1ψ(v′n−1)Reva2
= vnψ(v′n−1)Revψ(a1) = vnψ((v′n−1)Rev)ψ(a1)
= vnψ((a1v′n−1)Rev) = vnψ(a1v′n−1)Rev = vnψ(vn)Rev = vnzn,
w′n = φ(wn) = φ(vn)φ(zn) = v′nz ′n = v′nψ(v′n)Rev.
The second part of the statement follows immediately by using the first part. 
Lemma 6.2 will prove useful for stating Lemma 6.3.
Lemma 6.2. We have φ(L(I, RMin)) = L(I, RMin) and φ(L(I, RMax)) = L(I, RMax).
Proof. Throughout the proof, we will use the same symbols σ ′ and σ i to denote the splicing functions for SMin = (I, RMin)
and for SMax = (I, RMax) since it will cause no confusion.
First, we prove that if ∼w is in L(I, RMin) (resp. L(I, RMax)) then ∼φ(w) is in L(I, RMin) (resp. L(I, RMax)) by induction on |w|,
with ∼w ∈ σ i(I). Indeed, since φ(σ 0(I)) = φ(I) = I = σ 0(I)we may assume that i > 0.
Hence, let ∼w ∈ σ i(I). Therefore, by definition, there are linearizations of ∼w′ ∈ σ i−1(I), ∼w′′ ∈ σ i−1(I), ∼w, say w′,
w′′, w, and a rule r = (ai, aj) ∈ RMin (resp. r = (ai, aj) ∈ RMax) such that w′ = z1ai, w′′ = z2aj, w = w′w′′. By induc-
tion hypothesis, ∼φ(w′), ∼φ(w′′) are in L(I, RMin) (resp. L(I, RMax)). In addition, φ(z1ai) = φ(z1)φ(ai) = φ(w′), φ(z2aj) =
φ(z2)φ(aj) = φ(w′′), φ(z1)φ(ai)φ(z2)φ(aj) = φ(z1aiz2aj) = φ(w′w′′) = φ(w) are linearizations of ∼φ(w′), ∼φ(w′′),∼φ(w) such that the splicing of ∼φ(w′), ∼φ(w′′) by φ(r) yields ∼φ(w), with φ(r) ∈ RMin (resp. φ(r) ∈ RMax). This argument
shows that ∼φ(w) ∈ L(I, RMin) (resp. ∼φ(w) ∈ L(I, RMax)).
From the above it follows that φ(L(I, RMin)) ⊆ L(I, RMin) (resp. φ(L(I, RMax)) ⊆ L(I, RMax)). Therefore, L(I, RMin) =
φ2(L(I, RMin)) ⊆ φ(L(I, RMin)) (resp. L(I, RMax) = φ2(L(I, RMax)) ⊆ φ(L(I, RMax))) and the proof is complete. 
In Lemma 6.3 we prove that each circular word inW ∪W ′ belongs to L(I, R) and this result will be illustrated first over
the example below.
Example 6.2. It is easy to see that ∼w2 = ∼a1a4a3a2 ∈ L(I, R). So, we also have ∼w′3 = ∼a4w2a3 = ∼a4a1a4a3a2a3 ∈ L(I, R).
Consequently, ∼w4 = ∼a1w′3a2 ∈ L(I, R).
Lemma 6.3. We have W ∪W ′ ⊆ L(I, R). Furthermore, for each n ≥ 2, we have ∼wna3, ∼w′na2 ∈ L(I, R).
Proof. We prove that ∼wn, ∼w′n ∈ L(I, RMin), for all n ≥ 1. Therefore, the first part of the statement will follow immediately
by using Lemma 3.1. Furthermore, in view of item (3) in Lemma 6.1, for each n ≥ 2, we havewn ∈ I+a2,w′n ∈ I+a3. Hence,
the second part of the statement follows immediately by using the first part and the rule (a2, a3).
Let us prove that ∼wn, ∼w′n ∈ L(I, RMin) by induction on n. Since w1 = a1a2 and w′1 = a4a3, of course ∼w1,∼w′1 ∈ L(I, RMin). Assume n ≥ 1. By using the definition, ∼wn+1 = ∼a1w′na2, with ∼w′n ∈ L(I, RMin) (induction hypothe-
sis) and w′n ∈ I+a3. Thus, ∼w′na2 ∈ L(I, RMin) (by using the rule (a2, a3)) and ∼w′na2a1 = ∼wn+1 ∈ L(I, RMin) (by using the
rule (a1, a2)). Sincew′n+1 = φ(wn+1) (item (1) in Lemma 6.1), we also have ∼w′n+1 ∈ L(I, RMin) in view of Lemma 6.2, so the
proof is ended. 
In the proofs of themain results stated in this section, circular words inW ∪W ′ play a crucial role in view of their special
properties that are pointed out below. In particular, we show that if ∼w ∈ L(I, R) and vn ∈ Factc(w) (resp. v′n ∈ Factc(w))
then ∼w has a length no less than 2n, the shortest word satisfying this property being ∼wn (resp. ∼w′n). This statement will
be proved by induction on n. While Lemma 6.4 handles the case n = 2, Lemma 6.7 deals with the other cases.
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Lemma 6.4. (1) For each ∼w ∈ L(I, R) such that ∼w = ∼v2z (resp. ∼w = ∼v′2z) we have |w| ≥ 4.
(2) There exists a unique shortest word ∼w ∈ L(I, R) (of length 4) such that ∼w = ∼v2z (resp. ∼w = ∼v′2z), namely ∼w = ∼w2
(resp. ∼w = ∼w′2).
(3) There exists a unique word ∼w ∈ L(I, R) such that |w| = 5 and ∼w = ∼v2za3 (resp. ∼w = ∼v′2za2), namely ∼w = ∼w2a3
(resp. ∼w = ∼w′2a2).
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, L(I, R) ⊆ L(I, RMax). In particular, for each ∼w ∈ L(I, R) such that ∼w = ∼v2z (resp. ∼w = ∼v′2z), we
have ∼w ∈ L(I, RMax) and, in view of Lemma 6.3, ∼w2, ∼w′2 ∈ L(I, R)∩L(I, RMax). Analogously, for each ∼w ∈ L(I, R) such that∼w = ∼v2za3 (resp. ∼w = ∼v′2za2), we have ∼w ∈ L(I, RMax) and, in view of Lemma 6.3, ∼w2a3, ∼w′2a2 ∈ L(I, R)∩ L(I, RMax).
Therefore, it is sufficient to prove items (1)–(3) with L(I, R) replaced by L(I, RMax). Furthermore, in view of Lemma 6.2, we
can limit ourselves to proving (1), (2) for ∼w = ∼v2z ∈ L(I, RMax) and (3) for ∼w = ∼v2za3 ∈ L(I, RMax)with |w| = 5. It goes
without saying that if ∼w = ∼v2z = ∼a1a4z ∈ L(I, RMax) then we have z ∈ I∗.
(1) Let ∼w = ∼a1a4z ∈ L(I, RMax), with z ∈ I∗. Obviously ∼a1a4 6∈ L(I, RMax) and it is easy to see that ∼a1a4z 6∈ L(I, RMax)
with z ∈ I . Otherwise, since ∼a1a4 6∈ L(I, RMax) and (a1, a4) 6∈ RMax, by definition of splicing, ∼a1a4z should be generated
by (a1, z) ∈ RMax and starting with a1, ∼a4z ∈ L(I, RMax). This is impossible since, for each z ∈ I , either (a1, z) 6∈ RMax or∼a4z 6∈ L(I, RMax). Consequently, we have |z| ≥ 2.
(2) We know that ∼w2 = ∼a1a4a3a2 ∈ L(I, RMax) (Lemmas 3.1 and 6.3) and it is clear that ∼a1a4aiaj ∈ L(I, RMax), with
ai, aj ∈ I , implies ai = a3, aj = a2. Indeed, (a1, a4) 6∈ RMax and, in view of (1), we have ∼{a1a4, a1a4ai, aja1a4}∩L(I, RMax) = ∅.
Therefore, if ∼a1a4aiaj ∈ L(I, RMax) then, by definition of splicing, ∼a1a4aiaj should be generated by r ∈ RMax and starting
with ∼y1, ∼y2 ∈ L(I, RMax), where either y1 = a1, y2 = a4aiaj, r = (a1, aj) or y1 = a4ai, y2 = aja1, r = (ai, a1). Thus, it is
easy to see that we necessarily have y1 = a1, y2 = a4a3a2, r = (a1, a2), i.e., ∼a1a4aiaj = ∼w2.
(3) Assume that ∼w = ∼a1a4aiaja3 ∈ L(I, RMax), with ai, aj ∈ I . Then, by definition of splicing, ∼w = ∼xakyah =∼a1a4aiaja3, where (ak, ah) ∈ RMax and ∼xak, ∼yah ∈ L(I, RMax).
Since ∼xakyah = ∼a1a4aiaja3, we have that ∼xak, ∼yah satisfy one of the following five equations:
(a) xakyah = a1a4aiaja3,
(b) xakyah = a4aiaja3a1,
(c) xakyah = aiaja3a1a4,
(d) xakyah = aja3a1a4ai,
(e) xakyah = a3a1a4aiaj.
(a) Suppose that xakyah = a1a4aiaja3. We cannot have xak = a1, yah = a4aiaja3 (since (a1, a3) 6∈ RMax), nor can we
have xak = a1a4 or xak = a1a4ai (in view of (1)). So xak = a1a4aiaj, yah = a3 and, by (2), xak = a1a4a3a2, yah = a3,∼w = ∼a1a4a3a2a3 = ∼v2z2a3 = ∼w2a3.
(b) Suppose that xakyah = a4aiaja3a1. We cannot have xak = a4, yah = aiaja3a1 (since (a4, a1) 6∈ RMax), nor can we have
xak = a4ai, yah = aja3a1 (since xak = a4ai ∈ L(I, RMax) implies either ai = a3 or ai = a4 and (a3, a1) 6∈ RMax, (a4, a1) 6∈ RMax).
Analogously, we cannot have xak = a4aiaj, yah = a3a1 (since ∼yah 6∈ L(I, RMax)), nor can we have xak = a4aiaja3, yah = a1
(since (a3, a1) 6∈ RMax).
(c) Suppose that xakyah = aiaja3a1a4. In view of (2), we cannot have xak = ai, yah = aja3a1a4. In view of (1), we cannot
have xak = aiaj, yah = a3a1a4 or xak = aiaja3, yah = a1a4 either. In addition, we cannot have xak = aiaja3a1, yah = a4 (since
(a1, a4) 6∈ RMax).
(d) Suppose that xakyah = aja3a1a4ai. In view of (2), we cannot have xak = aj, yah = a3a1a4ai and in view of (1), we
cannot have xak = aja3, yah = a1a4ai. Finally, xak = aja3a1, yah = a4ai ∈ L(I, RMax) implies either ai = a3 or ai = a4 which
is impossible (once again, (a3, a1) 6∈ RMax, (a4, a1) 6∈ RMax) and, by (2), we cannot have xak = aja3a1a4, yah = ai.
(e) Suppose that xakyah = a3a1a4aiaj. If xak = a3, yah = a1a4aiaj, by (2), we have, as in (a), xak = a3, yah = a1a4a3a2,∼w = ∼a1a4a3a2a3 = ∼v2z2a3 = ∼w2a3. Otherwise, we cannot have xak = a3a1 (since a3a1 6∈ L(I, RMax)), nor can we have
xak = a3a1a4 (in view of (1)) or xak = a3a1a4ai (once again, by (2)). 
Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6 will be useful in the proof of Lemma 6.7.
Lemma 6.5. If w ∈ {a1, a4}+ \ (a+1 ∪ a+4 ) then ∼w 6∈ L(I, RMax). In particular, for each n ≥ 2, we have ∼vn 6∈ L(I, RMax) (resp.∼v′n 6∈ L(I, RMax)).
Proof. By contradiction assume that there exists w ∈ {a1, a4}+ \ (a+1 ∪ a+4 ) such that ∼w ∈ L(I, RMax), with ∼w being
the circular word of shortest length which satisfies this property. Of course, |w| > 2 and alph(w) = {a1, a4}. On the
other hand, by definition, if ∼w ∈ L(I, RMax) then ∼w is generated starting with ∼w′ ∈ L(I, RMax), ∼w′′ ∈ L(I, RMax) and
alph(w) = alph(w′) ∪ alph(w′′). In addition, by Lemma 3.3, we have 0 < |w′| < |w| and 0 < |w′′| < |w|. Furthermore, in
view of the definition of RMax, we cannot have |alph(w′)| = |alph(w′′)| = 1 with alph(w′)∪ alph(w′′) = alph(w) = {a1, a4}.
In conclusion, we have 1 < |w′| < |w| with alph(w′) = {a1, a4} or 1 < |w′′| < |w| with alph(w′′) = {a1, a4}, which
contradicts our assumption on |w|. 
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Lemma 6.6. Let n > 2, let x1, x2 ∈ I+ such that x1x2 = vn. Then x1, x2 satisfy one of the following equations:
x1 = a1, x2 = v′n−1, (2)
x1 = vn−1, x2 = a4, (3)
∃g, h : x1 = vg , x2 = v′h, g + h = n, 2 ≤ g < n, 2 ≤ h < n, (4)
∃g, h : x1 = vg , x2 = vh, g + h = n, 2 ≤ g < n, 2 ≤ h < n, (5)
x1 = vn−1, x2 = a1. (6)
Proof. Looking at Definition 6.1, we have either vn = (a1a4) n2 or vn = (a1a4) n−12 a1. Correspondingly, if x1 ∈ I∗a4, we have
either x1 = (a1a4)g ′ , x2 = (a1a4)h′ , with g ′ + h′ = n/2, or x1 = (a1a4)g ′ , x2 = (a1a4)h′a1, with g ′ + h′ = (n− 1)/2.
Assume that the first case holds. Since x1, x2 ∈ I+, we have g ′ > 0, h′ > 0. Hence, with g = 2g ′, h = 2h′, we have
x1 = (a1a4)g ′ = (a1a4) g2 = vg , x2 = (a1a4)h′ = (a1a4) h2 = vh, with g + h = 2g ′ + 2h′ = 2n/2 = n, 2 ≤ g < n, 2 ≤ h < n,
i.e., x1, x2 satisfy Eq. (5).
Analogously, if the second case holds, we have g ′ > 0. Set g = 2g ′, h = 2h′+1. If h′ = 0, we have g = 2g ′ = 2g ′+2h′ =
n − 1 and x1 = (a1a4)g ′ = (a1a4) g2 = (a1a4) n−12 = vn−1, x2 = a1, i.e., x1, x2 satisfy Eq. (6). Otherwise, h′ > 0 and we have
x1 = (a1a4)g ′ = (a1a4) g2 = vg , x2 = (a1a4)h′a1 = (a1a4) h−12 a1 = vh, with g + h = 2g ′ + 2h′ + 1 = 2(n−1)2 + 1 = n,
2 ≤ g < n− 1 < n, 2 ≤ h < n− 1 < n, i.e., x1, x2 satisfy Eq. (5).
It remains to prove that if x1 ∈ I∗a1 then x1, x2 satisfy one of Eqs. (2)–(6). We have already observed that either vn =
(a1a4)
n
2 or vn = (a1a4) n−12 a1. Thus, if x1 ∈ I∗a1 we have either x1 = (a1a4)g ′a1, x2 = a4(a1a4)h′ = (a4a1)h′a4, with g ′+h′+1
= n/2, or x1 = (a1a4)g ′a1, x2 = a4(a1a4)h′a1 = (a4a1)h′+1 with g ′ + h′ + 1 = (n− 1)/2.
Assume that the first case holds. Since x1x2 = vn with n > 2, we cannot have g ′ = h′ = 0. Set g = 2g ′ + 1, h = 2h′ + 1.
Thus, if g ′ 6= 0, h′ 6= 0, we have x1 = (a1a4)g ′a1 = (a1a4) g−12 a1 = vg , x2 = (a4a1)h′a4 = (a4a1) h−12 a4 = v′h with
g + h = 2g ′ + 1+ 2h′ + 1 = 2(g ′ + h′ + 1) = n, 2 ≤ g < n, 2 ≤ h < n, i.e., x1, x2 satisfy Eq. (4). Otherwise, if g ′ = 0 then
h = 2h′+1 = 2g ′+2h′+1 = 2(g ′+h′+1)−1 = n−1 and so, x1 = a1, x2 = (a4a1)h′a4 = (a4a1) h−12 a4 = v′h = v′n−1, i.e., x1, x2
satisfy Eq. (2). Finally, if h′ = 0,wehave g = 2g ′+1 = 2g ′+2h′+1 = n−1 and x1 = (a1a4)g ′a1 = (a1a4) g−12 a1 = vg = vn−1,
x2 = a4, i.e., x1, x2 satisfy Eq. (3).
Analogously, if the second case holds, i.e., x1 = (a1a4)g ′a1, x2 = (a4a1)h′+1 with g ′+ h′+ 1 = (n− 1)/2, set g = 2g ′+ 1,
h = 2(h′ + 1) = 2h′ + 2. If g ′ = 0, we have h = 2h′ + 2 = 2h′ + 2 + 2g ′ = n − 1 and x1 = a1, x2 = (a4a1)h′+1 =
(a4a1)
h
2 = v′h = v′n−1, i.e., x1, x2 satisfy Eq. (2). Otherwise, g ′ > 0, and we have x1 = (a1a4)g ′a1 = (a1a4)
g−1
2 a1 = vg ,
x2 = (a4a1)h′+1 = (a4a1) h2 = v′h, with g + h = 2g ′ + 1+ 2h′ + 2 = n− 1+ 1 = n, 2 ≤ g < n, 2 ≤ h < n, i.e., x1, x2 satisfy
Eq. (4). 
Obviously, Lemma 6.1 allows us to state a dual version of Lemma 6.6 for words x1, x2 ∈ I+ such that x1x2 = v′n.
Lemma 6.7. Let n be a positive integer, with n ≥ 2. Then:
(1) For each ∼w ∈ L(I, R) such that ∼w = ∼vnz (resp. ∼w = ∼v′nz) we have |w| ≥ 2n.
(2) There exists a unique shortest word ∼w ∈ L(I, R) (of length 2n) such that ∼w = ∼vnz (resp. ∼w = ∼v′nz), namely ∼w = ∼wn
(resp. ∼w = ∼w′n).
(3) There exists a unique word ∼w ∈ L(I, R) such that |w| = 2n + 1 and ∼w = ∼vnza3 (resp. ∼w = ∼v′nza2), namely ∼w =∼wna3 (resp. ∼w = ∼w′na2).
Proof. We will prove that items (1)–(3) hold when we replace L(I, R) by L(I, RMax). Therefore, an argument similar to that
in the proof of Lemma 6.4 shows that the statement will follow immediately by using Lemmas 3.1 and 6.3. Furthermore,
in view of Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, we can limit ourselves to proving (1), (2) for ∼w = ∼vnz ∈ L(I, RMax) and (3) for ∼w =∼vnza3 ∈ L(I, RMax), with |w| = 2n+ 1. We will do so by using mutual induction on n. In view of Lemma 6.4, the statement
is true for n = 2. Thus, assuming (1)–(3) hold for integers less than n, we will prove them for n, with n > 2.
(1) By contradiction suppose that ∼w = ∼vnz ∈ L(I, RMax) with |w| < 2n and let ∼w be the word of shortest length in
L(I, RMax) such that vn ∈ Factc(w).
By definition ∼w ∈ L(I, RMax) implies that there exist y1, y2, with ∼y1, ∼y2 ∈ L(I, RMax), such that ∼w is generated starting
with ∼y1, ∼y2 and so ∼w = ∼y1y2 = ∼vnz. Therefore, y1y2 ∼ vnz and consequently, either y1y2 = u2vnu1, with u1u2 = z, or
y1y2 = x2zx1, with x1x2 = vn.
Furthermore, vn 6∈ Factc(y1) and vn 6∈ Factc(y2) (in view of the hypotheses on |w|). So, if y1y2 = u2vnu1, we have
y1 = u2x1, y2 = x2u1, with x1x2 = vn, x1 6= vn, x2 6= vn (and so x1 6= 1, x2 6= 1). Moreover, let us prove that if y1y2 = x2zx1,
with x1x2 = vn, then y1 = x2u1, y2 = u2x1 with u1u2 = z, x1x2 = vn. Indeed, otherwise either y1 = x2zx′1, y2 = x′′1 , with
x′′1 6= 1, x′1x′′1 = x1, or y1 = x′2, y2 = x′′2zx1, with x′2 6= 1, x′2x′′2 = x2. Hence, by x1x2 = vn, correspondingly we have either
y2 = x′′1 ∈ L(I, RMax) ∩ {a1, a4}+ or y1 = x′2 ∈ L(I, RMax) ∩ {a1, a4}+. Thus, in view of Lemma 6.5 and by x1x2 = vn, we have
either y2 = x′′1 ∈ {a1, a4} or y1 = x′2 ∈ {a1, a4}. Finally, once again by x1x2 = vn, we have either y1 ∈ I+ai, y2 = aj or y1 = aj,
y2 ∈ I+ai, with ai 6= aj and {ai, aj} = {a1, a4}, a contradiction with the definition of splicing. In addition, x1 6= vn, x2 6= vn
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(since vn 6∈ Factc(y1) ∪ Factc(y2)), so x1 6= 1, x2 6= 1. In both cases (i.e., y1y2 = u2vnu1 or y1y2 = x2zx1) Lemma 6.6 applies
to x1 and x2 and, summarizing, y1, y2 satisfy one of the following equations, where y′1 = y1, y′2 = y2 or y′1 = y2, y′2 = y1.
y′1 = u2a1, y′2 = v′n−1u1, u1u2 = z, a1v′n−1 = vn, (7)
y′1 = u2vn−1, y′2 = a4u1, u1u2 = z, vn−1a4 = vn, (8)
y′1 = u2vg , y′2 = v′hu1, u1u2 = z, g + h = n, 2 ≤ g < n, 2 ≤ h < n, vgv′h = vn, (9)
y′1 = u2vg , y′2 = vhu1, u1u2 = z, g + h = n, 2 ≤ g < n, 2 ≤ h < n, vgvh = vn, (10)
y′1 = u2vn−1, y′2 = a1u1, u1u2 = z, vn−1a1 = vn. (11)
Now, both Eqs. (9) and (10) lead to a contradiction. Indeed, assume that Eq. (9) or Eq. (10) is satisfied. Thus, by induction
hypothesis, |y′1| ≥ 2g , |y′2| ≥ 2h and so, |w| = |y′1| + |y′2| ≥ 2g + 2h = 2n, which is a contradiction.
Assume now that Eq. (7) is satisfied. By induction hypothesis |y′2| ≥ 2n − 2. On the other hand, |y′1| ≥ 1 and, by using
the hypothesis on |w|, we have:
2n− 1 ≤ |y′1| + |y′2| = |w| ≤ 2n− 1.
Consequently, |w| = 2n − 1, which implies |y′1| = 1 and |y′2| = 2n − 2. Hence, y′1 = a1, y′2 = v′n−1u1 and, by
induction hypothesis (on item (2)), ∼y′2 = ∼w′n−1 = ∼v′n−1z ′n−1, i.e., y′2 = w′n−1 ∈ I∗a3 (Definition 6.1): a contradiction,
since ∼w = ∼y1y2 is generated starting with ∼y1, ∼y2 and (a1, a3) 6∈ RMax. Similar arguments apply to Eqs. (8) and (11). More
precisely, if Eq. (8) is satisfied then n is even, ∼y′1 = ∼u2vn−1 = ∼zn−1vn−1, i.e., y′1 = zn−1vn−1 ∈ I∗a1, y′2 = a4 and we get
a contradiction since (a1, a4) 6∈ RMax. Analogously, if Eq. (11) is satisfied then n is odd, ∼y′1 = ∼u2vn−1 = ∼zn−1vn−1, i.e.,
y′1 = zn−1vn−1 ∈ I∗a4, y′2 = a1 and once again, we get a contradiction since (a1, a4) 6∈ RMax.
(2) We know that for each n ≥ 2, ∼wn ∈ L(I, RMax) and ∼wn = ∼vnzn, |wn| = 2n (Lemmas 3.1, 6.1 and 6.3). So, let∼w ∈ L(I, RMax) be such that ∼w = ∼vnz with |w| = 2n, n > 2. Notice that, in view of (1), ∼w is a word of minimal length
in the set of words ∼w′ such that ∼w′ ∈ L(I, RMax) and vn ∈ Factc(w′).
The first part of the proof proceeds as in (1): since ∼w ∈ L(I, RMax), we have ∼w = ∼vnz = ∼y1y2, where ∼y1,∼y2 ∈ L(I, RMax) and, in view of the hypothesis on |w|, we have vn 6∈ Factc(y1)∪ Factc(y2). Hence, by the same arguments as
in (1), y1, y2 satisfy one of Eqs. (7)–(11), with y′1 = y1, y′2 = y2 or y′1 = y2, y′2 = y1.
Now, both Eqs. (9) and (10) lead to a contradiction. Indeed, assume that Eq. (9) or Eq. (10) is satisfied. Thus, in view of (1)
(induction hypothesis), |y′1| ≥ 2g , |y′2| ≥ 2h and so:
2n = |w| = |y′1| + |y′2| ≥ 2g + 2h = 2n,
which implies |y′1| = 2g , |y′2| = 2h. Hence, once again by induction hypothesis, ∼y′1 = ∼wg , ∼y′2 ∈ ∼{w′h, wh} which is
impossible. Indeed, it is clear that ∼y′1 = ∼wg = ∼vgzg and y′1 = u2vg yield y′1 = zgvg . Similar arguments apply to ∼y′2. Thus,
either y′1 = zgvg , y′2 = v′hz ′h, vgv′h = vn or y′1 = zgvg , y′2 = vhzh, vgvh = vn. Therefore, in the first case, g is odd and y′1 ∈ I∗a1,
y′2 ∈ I∗a3, in the second case g is even and y′1 ∈ I∗a4, y′2 ∈ I∗a2, in both cases we have a contradiction since ∼w = ∼y1y2 is
generated starting with ∼y1, ∼y2 and (a1, a3) 6∈ RMax, (a2, a4) 6∈ RMax. Assume now that Eq. (7) is satisfied. Arguing as before,
we have either |y′1| = 2, |y′2| = 2n− 2 or |y′1| = 1, |y′2| = 2n− 1. In the first case we necessarily have either y′1 = a2a1 or
y′1 = a1a1 and y′2 = w′n−1 ∈ I∗a3 (induction hypothesis, item (2)) and we get a contradiction. In the second case, y′1 = a1
and, consequently, either y′2 = v′n−1z = v′n−1z ′a1 or y′2 = v′n−1z = v′n−1z ′a2 (by definition of splicing). The first case is
impossible. Indeed, by Lemma 6.1, we also have ∼y′2 = ∼a1v′n−1z ′ = ∼vnz ′ ∈ L(I, RMax) with |y′2| = 2n − 1 < 2n which
contradicts (1). Thus, we have y′2 = v′n−1z = v′n−1z ′a2. Subsequently, by induction hypothesis (item (3)), ∼y′2 = ∼w′n−1a2.
So, y′2 = w′n−1a2 which, along with y′1 = a1, yields ∼w = ∼y′1y′2 = ∼a1w′n−1a2 = ∼wn. In the samemanner we can see that if
Eq. (8) (resp. Eq. (11)) is satisfied then either |y′1| = 2n−2, |y′2| = 2 or |y′1| = 2n−1, |y′2| = 1. In the first casewe necessarily
have y′1 = zn−1vn−1 ∈ I∗{a1, a4} (induction hypothesis, item (2)) and either y′2 = a4a3 (resp. y′2 = a1a2) or y′2 = a4a4 (resp.
y′2 = a1a1). Now, by the definition of splicing, we should have y′1 = zn−1vn−1 ∈ I∗a4 (resp. y′1 = zn−1vn−1 ∈ I∗a1) and,
by hypothesis, vn−1a4 = vn (resp. vn−1a1 = vn), i.e., y′1 = zn−1vn−1 ∈ I∗a1 (resp. y′1 = zn−1vn−1 ∈ I∗a4) which is a
contradiction. In the second case we also get a contradiction since vn−1a4 = vn (resp. vn−1a1 = vn) yields y′1 = zvn−1 ∈ I∗a1
(resp. y′1 = zvn−1 ∈ I∗a4) and y′2 = a4 (resp. y′2 = a1) with (a1, a4) 6∈ RMax.
(3) Let ∼w ∈ L(I, RMax) be such that |w| = 2n+ 1 and ∼w = ∼vnza3 with n > 2. Once again, the first part of the proof is
the same as in (1) and (2): by definition, ∼w ∈ L(I, RMax) implies that there exist y1, y2, with ∼y1, ∼y2 ∈ L(I, RMax), such that∼w = ∼vnza3 = ∼y1y2. Of course, ∼y1 6= 1, ∼y2 6= 1 (Lemma 3.3).
Therefore, y1y2 ∼ vnza3. If vn is a factor of y1 (resp. y2) then, by using (1), (2) and considering that |y1| ≥ 1, |y2| ≥ 1, i.e.,
|y1| ≤ 2n, |y2| ≤ 2n, we have ∼y1 = ∼wn (resp. ∼y2 = ∼wn) and consequently |y2| = 1 (resp. |y1| = 1). Furthermore, since
y1y2 ∼ vnza3, one of the following relations is satisfied:
y1y2 = v′′za3v′, v′v′′ = vn, (12)
y1y2 = z ′′a3vnz ′, z ′z ′′ = z. (13)
We first suppose that vn is a factor of y1. Furthermore, assume that Eq. (12) is satisfied. If v′ = 1 then y1 = vnz = wn,
y2 = a3 and ∼w = ∼wna3. So, suppose v′ 6= 1. Consequently, v′ = yy2 with y ∈ {a1, a4}∗, y2 ∈ {a1, a4}, y1 = v′′za3y.
Recall that, by hypothesis, the circular splicing operation applies to ∼y1, ∼y2 and yields ∼w = ∼y1y2. Hence, if y = 1we have
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y1 = v′′za3, y2 ∈ {a1, a4} and so y2 = a4 (since (a1, a3) 6∈ RMax), whereas if y 6= 1, by (∼v′′za3y, y2) = (∼y1, y2)`r∼y1y2,
with y ∈ {a1, a4}+, y2 ∈ {a1, a4}, (a1, a4) 6∈ RMax, we have that y2 is a suffix of y1, i.e., there exists y′ ∈ {a1, a4}∗
such that y = y′y2. Now both cases lead to a contradiction with Definition 6.1, considering that in first case we have
a4v′′ = y2v′′ = v′v′′ = vn ∈ a1I+ and in the second case we have y′y2y2v′′ = yy2v′′ = v′v′′ = vn, with y22 ∈ Fact(vn),
y2 ∈ {a1, a4}. Thus, assume that Eq. (13) is satisfied. We have either z ′ = 1 or z ′ 6= 1. If z ′ = 1 then, looking at Eq. (13),
considering that |y2| = 1 and Definition 6.1, we have y1 ∈ I∗ai, y2 = aj, with {ai, aj} = {a1, a4}, which is a contradiction
since (a1, a4) 6∈ RMax. So z ′ 6= 1 and z ′ = yy2, y1 = z ′′a3vny. Once again, looking at the definition of zn and since ∼y1 = ∼wn
we get yz ′′a3 = zn ∈ I+a2: a contradiction. If vn is a factor of y2, since y2y1 ∼ y1y2 ∼ vnza3, we apply the above arguments
with y1 replaced by y′1 = y2 and y2 replaced by y′2 = y1.
Therefore, assume that vn is neither a factor of y1 nor a factor of y2. By the same arguments as in (1), y1, y2 satisfy one of
the following equations, which are slight modifications of Eqs. (7)–(11) and where y′1 = y1, y′2 = y2 or y′1 = y2, y′2 = y1:
y′1 = u2a1, y′2 = v′n−1u1, u1u2 = za3, a1v′n−1 = vn, (14)
y′1 = u2vn−1, y′2 = a4u1, u1u2 = za3, vn−1a4 = vn, (15)
y′1 = u2vg , y′2 = v′hu1, u1u2 = za3, g + h = n, 2 ≤ g < n, 2 ≤ h < n, vgv′h = vn, (16)
y′1 = u2vg , y′2 = vhu1, u1u2 = za3, g + h = n, 2 ≤ g < n, 2 ≤ h < n, vgvh = vn, (17)
y′1 = u2vn−1, y′2 = a1u1, u1u2 = za3, vn−1a1 = vn. (18)
We are left with the task of analyzing each of the five equations above.
Suppose that Eq. (14) is satisfied. We know that |w| = |y′1| + |y′2| = 2n+ 1 with |y′1| ≥ 1 and, in view of (1) (induction
hypothesis), |y′2| ≥ 2n− 2. Thus, either |y′1| = 1, |y′2| = 2n or |y′1| = 2, |y′2| = 2n− 1 or |y′1| = 3, |y′2| = 2n− 2. In the first
case we have y′1 = a1, y′2 ∈ I∗a3 (a3 is a suffix of u1u2 = u1) which is impossible, in the second case we have y′1 = a3a1 (a3 is
a suffix of u2) which is also impossible (since ∼y′1 6∈ L(I, RMax)), in the third case, y′1 = u2a1, y′2 = v′n−1u1 and (by induction
hypothesis, item (2)) ∼y′2 = ∼w′n−1 = ∼v′n−1z ′n−1, i.e., y′2 = w′n−1 ∈ I∗a3 which is once again impossible.
Analogously, if Eq. (15) is satisfied, since |w| = |y′1| + |y′2| = 2n + 1 with |y′1| ≥ 2n − 2 (by (1), induction hypothesis)
and |y′2| ≥ 1, we have |y′2| ≤ 3. Furthermore, since vn−1a4 = vn (by hypothesis) we have y′1 = u2vn−1 ∈ I∗a1, and so, by
y′2 = a4u1 with ∼y′2 ∈ L(I, RMax), we get either y′2 = a4xa1, with ∼a4xa1 ∈ L(I, RMax), or y′2 = a4xa2, with ∼a4xa2 ∈ L(I, RMax)
and, in both cases, |x| ≤ 1. The first case contradicts item (1) in Lemma 6.4. So, y′2 = a4xa2, with ∼a4xa2 ∈ L(I, RMax)
and |x| ≤ 1, which implies y′2 = a4a3a2. Consequently, |y′1| = 2n − 2 and y′1 = zn−1vn−1, i.e., u2 = zn−1. In conclusion,
u1u2 = a3a2u2 = za3 = a3a2zn−1 which is impossible since zn−1 ∈ I∗a2.
Assume now that Eq. (16) is satisfied.We know that |w| = |y′1|+|y′2| = 2n+1 and, in view of (1) (induction hypothesis),|y′1| ≥ 2g , |y′2| ≥ 2h with g + h = n. In turn, the above equalities yield either |y′1| = 2g , |y′2| = 2h + 1 or |y′1| = 2g + 1,|y′2| = 2h and both cases lead to a contradiction. Indeed, in the first case, on one hand y′1 = zgvg (induction hypothesis on
item (2)) and zg ∈ I∗a2, on the other hand u1zg = u1u2 = za3, whereas in the second case y′1 = u2vg ∈ I∗a1 (by vgv′h = vn)
and y′2 = w′h ∈ I∗a3 (induction hypothesis on item (2)). We can handle Eq. (17) in much the same way. Indeed, assuming
that Eq. (17) is satisfied, once again either |y′1| = 2g , |y′2| = 2h + 1 or |y′1| = 2g + 1, |y′2| = 2h. In the first case, on one
hand y′1 = zgvg (induction hypothesis on item (2)) and zg ∈ I∗a2, on the other hand u1zg = u1u2 = za3, i.e., a contradiction,
whereas in the second case y′1 = u2vg ∈ I∗a4 (by vgvh = vn) and y′2 = wh ∈ I∗a2 (induction hypothesis on item (2)), which
is a contradiction once again.
Finally, assume that Eq. (18) is satisfied. As in the previous cases, since |w| = |y′1| + |y′2| = 2n + 1 with |y′1| ≥ 2n − 2
(by (1), induction hypothesis) and |y′2| ≥ 1, we have |y′2| ≤ 3. Furthermore, since vn−1a1 = vn (by hypothesis) we have
y′1 = u2vn−1 ∈ I∗a4, and so, by y′2 = a1u1, we get either y′2 = a1xa4, with ∼a1xa4 ∈ L(I, RMax) or y′2 = a1xa3, with∼a1xa3 ∈ L(I, RMax) and, in both cases, |x| ≤ 1. The first case contradicts item (1) in Lemma 6.4. So, y′2 = a1xa3, with∼a1xa3 ∈ L(I, RMax) and |x| ≤ 1, which implies y′2 = a1a2a3. Consequently, |y′1| = 2n − 2 and y′1 = zn−1vn−1, i.e.,
u2 = zn−1. In conclusion, u1u2 = a2a3u2 = za3 = a2a3zn−1 which is impossible since zn−1 ∈ I∗a2. This ends the proof of the
lemma. 
There exist several versions of Pumping Lemma for regular languages. For our aims it is convenient to choose the
formulation of the lemma given below and also reported in [1] as a consequence of Ogden’s Iteration Lemma for regular
languages.
Lemma 6.8. [1] Let L ⊆ A∗ be a regular language. Then there exists an integer N ≥ 1 such that, for any wordw ∈ L, and for any
factorizationw = hgh′ with |g| ≥ N, g has a factorization g = xuy (x, u, y ∈ A∗) such that:
(i) 0 < |u| ≤ N,
(ii) hxu∗yh′ ⊆ L.
Proposition 6.1. Let S = (I, R), where I = {a1, a2, a3, a4}, RMin ⊆ R ⊆ RMax and RMin = {(a1, a2), (a2, a3), (a3, a4)}. Then
L(I, R) is not a regular circular language.
Proof. We know that L(I, R) is a regular circular language if and only if its full linearization L is a regular language. By
contradiction, suppose that L is a regular language and let N be the constant mentioned in Lemma 6.8. Let n be an integer
such that n ≥ N , n > 1.
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By Lemmas 6.1 (item (3)) and 6.3, we have wn = vnzn ∈ L with |vn| = |zn| = n. Let us consider the factorization hgh′ of
wn, where h = vn, g = zn, h′ = 1. In view of Lemma 6.8, zn has a factorization zn = xuywith 1 ≤ |u| ≤ N (condition (i)).
Furthermore, by condition (ii) in Lemma 6.8, hxyh′ = vnw′ ∈ L with |w′| = |xy| < |zn| = n, which is impossible since
for allw′ ∈ I∗ such that vnw′ ∈ Lwe have ∼vnw′ ∈ L(I, R) and so |w′| ≥ n (condition (1) in Lemma 6.7). 
Obviously Proposition 6.1 still holds by rearranging the names of the letters, i.e., if RMin ⊆ R ⊆ RMax, where RMin =
{(aψ(1), aψ(2)), (aψ(2), aψ(3)), (aψ(3), aψ(4))} andψ is any permutation of {1, 2, 3, 4}. In the first part of this section, we have
assumed that S = (I, R), with I being a forbidden chain for S. Now suppose that this is no longer so, i.e., S = (I, R) is
a transitive marked system with no additional hypotheses. The result below is an extension of Proposition 6.1 to a more
general case.
Proposition 6.2. Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system. If d`(S) > 3 then L(I, R) is not a regular circular language.
Proof. In view of Proposition 4.2, if d`(S) > 3 then there exists a transitive subset J = {a1, a2, a3, a4} of I such that J is a for-
bidden chain for S. If L(I, R)were a regular circular language then Lin(L(I, R)) and, in view of Proposition 4.1, Lin(L(I, R))∩ J+
= Lin(L(J, RJ)) would be regular languages too. In turn, L(J, RJ) would be a regular circular language, in contradiction with
Proposition 6.1. 
It is evident that if S is a 3-commutativemarked system then d`(S) ≤ 3. The same holds if S is a transitivemarked system
such that d(S) = 2. The following result is a direct consequence of Proposition 6.2.
Proposition 6.3. Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system. If d(S) ≥ 4 then L(I, R) is not a regular circular language.
As already said, the class of the circular languages generated by transitive marked systems S such that d(S) = 3 is a
boundary between Reg∼ and its complement. Indeed, we have defined a class of transitive marked systems S with d(S) = 3
such that the corresponding generated languages are regular circular languages. In contrast with this result, we end this
section by showing that transitive marked systems S exist such that d(S) = 3 and where L(I, R) is not a regular circular
language.
Example 6.3. Let S = (I, R) where I = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5} and R = {(a1, a2), (a2, a3), (a3, a4), (a1, a5), (a2, a5), (a3, a5),
(a4, a5)}. Thus, for each ai ∈ I , with ai 6= a5, we have d(ai, a5) = 2 (since (ai, a5) ∈ R) and for each aj ∈ I , with aj 6= ai,
ai 6= a5, aj 6= a5, we have d(ai, aj) ≤ 3 (since (ai, a5), (a5, aj) ∈ R). Furthermore, d(a1, a3) = 3. Hence, S is a transitive
marked system with d(S) = 3. Nevertheless, in view of Proposition 6.2 applied to J = {a1, a2, a3, a4}, we have that L(I, R)
is not a regular circular language since d(S J) = 4.
7. Regular circular languages generated by marked systems
We have proved that a transitive marked system S = (I, R) generates a non-regular circular language L(I, R), provided
that d`(S) > 3. Conversely, we now prove that if d`(S) ≤ 3 then L(I, R) is a regular circular language. As a consequence, we
characterize (transitive) marked systems generating regular circular languages.
In the remainder of this sectionwe assume S = (I, R) to be a transitivemarked system such that |I| ≥ 4 (otherwise L(I, R)
is a regular circular language, in view of Corollary 5.1) and d(S) = 3 (otherwise either Proposition 5.5 or Proposition 6.3
applies). Furthermore, in the proofs we use the fact that S has no forbidden chain if and only if d`(S) ≤ 3, without recalling
this result explicitly.
In short, in Section 7.1 some intermediate results are proved and they will be needed in Section 7.2, where our main
results are formulated and proved. In particular, in the latter section we state the above-mentioned characterization of
transitive marked systems S generating regular circular languages along with a description of the structure of the regular
circular languages generated by (transitive)marked systems. In the same section,we emphasize that as a direct consequence
of these results, we can decide whether L(I, R) ∈ Reg∼ and we can also decide whether a regular circular language C is
generated by a marked system.
7.1. Some technical lemmas
Technical results will be proved in this section that involve transitive and non-transitive subsets of I . Below we prove
that a subset J of I is the disjoint union of a finite number of transitive subsets of I and a finite subset of letters which are not
in SITES(RJ). The relation ≈ and the notion of the canonical decomposition can be extended to this more general context.
Lemma 7.1. Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system. If J is a subset of I then J = J ′′ ∪ J ′′′ is a disjoint union of subsets J ′′, J ′′′
such that S J
′′ = (J ′′, RJ ′′) is a marked system, RJ = RJ ′′ , J ′′′ ∩ SITES(RJ) = ∅.
Proof. Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system, let J be a subset of I . Of course, J = (J ∩ SITES(RJ)) ∪ (J \ SITES(RJ)).
Let us prove that the conclusion holds with J ′′ = J ∩ SITES(RJ) and J ′′′ = J \ SITES(RJ). Indeed, by using the definition of
RJ , we have RJ = {(ai, aj) ∈ R | ai, aj ∈ J} = {(ai, aj) ∈ R | ai, aj ∈ J ∩ SITES(RJ)} = {(ai, aj) ∈ R | ai, aj ∈ J ′′} = RJ ′′ .
Furthermore, since SITES(RJ) ⊆ J (by definition of RJ ) and RJ = RJ ′′ , we have J ′′ = J ∩ SITES(RJ) = SITES(RJ) = SITES(RJ ′′).
Hence, J ′′ being a set of letters, in view of Definition 3.2, S J ′′ = (J ′′, RJ ′′) is a marked system. Finally, of course J ′′ ∩ J ′′′ = ∅,
hence J ′′′ ∩ SITES(RJ) = ∅. 
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Assume that J = J ′′ ∪ J ′′′, where J ′′, J ′′′ are as in Lemma 7.1. Thus, ≈J is defined below as ≈J ′′ on J ′′ and, for a ∈ J ′′′, no
letter in J is in the relation ≈J with a. It is worth pointing out that this extension of ≈ is not an equivalence relation on J .
Analogously, the canonical decomposition of S J = (J, RJ) is defined below as the union of the canonical decomposition of S J ′′
with the set of pairs {({a},∅) | a ∈ J ′′′}. We will maintain the same notations as in the corresponding definitions for marked
systems S J , since it will cause no confusion.
Definition 7.1. Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system, let J be a subset of I , let J ′′, J ′′′ be the subsets of J defined as in
Lemma 7.1. We denote by ≈J the relation defined as follows:
∀ai, aj ∈ J ′′ ai ≈J aj if and only if ai ≈J ′′ aj
∀ai ∈ J ′′′,∀aj ∈ J ai 6≈J aj, aj 6≈J ai
Definition 7.2. Let S = (I, R) be a transitive marked system, let J be a subset of I , let J ′′, J ′′′ = {a1, . . . , at} be the subsets of
J defined as in Lemma 7.1. Then, the canonical decomposition of S J = (J, RJ) is the family {(Jh, Rh) | 1 ≤ h ≤ g + t}, where
{(Jh, Rh) | 1 ≤ h ≤ g} is the canonical decomposition of the marked system S J ′′ = (J ′′, RJ ′′) and, for each j ∈ {1, . . . , t}, we
set Jg+j = {aj}, Rg+j = ∅.
Example 7.1. Consider the transitive marked system S = (I, R), with I = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5} and R = {(a1, a2), (a2, a3),
(a3, a4), (a4, a5)}. If we set J = {a1, a2, a4} then RJ = {(a1, a2)} and S J is not a marked system. With the same notations as
in Lemma 7.1, we have J ′′ = {a1, a2}, J ′′′ = {a4}. In view of Definition 7.1, we have a1 ≈J a2, a1 ≈J a1, a2 ≈J a2, ai 6≈J a4,
a4 6≈J ai, for each ai ∈ J . Finally, by Definition 7.2, the canonical decomposition of S J is the family {(Jh, Rh) | 1 ≤ h ≤ 2} =
{(J1, R1), (J2, R2)}, where J1 = J ′′ = {a1, a2}, R1 = {(a1, a2)}, J2 = J ′′′ = {a4}, R2 = ∅.
Lemma 7.2. Let ∼w ∈ ∼I+ be such that J = alph(w) is transitive, with |alph(w)| ≤ 2 and |w| > 1. Let w = a1a2 · · · an be a
linearization of ∼w. If alph(a1a2 · · · an−1) is not transitive then for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} we have (ai, an) ∈ R.
Proof. Let ∼w ∈ ∼I+ be such that J = alph(w) is transitive, with |alph(w)| ≤ 2 and |w| > 1. If w = a1a2 · · · an is a
linearization of ∼w such that J ′ = alph(a1a2 · · · an−1) is not transitive, then J ′ 6= J , hence we have 1 < |alph(w)| ≤ 2 and so
alph(w) = {an} ∪ J ′ with |J ′| = 1, |alph(w)| = 2. Therefore, a1 = a2 = an−1 = a, with a ∈ I , and since alph(w) = {an, a} is
transitive we also have (a, an) ∈ R, i.e., (ai, an) ∈ R, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}. 
Lemma 7.3. Let ∼w ∈ ∼I+ be such that J = alph(w) is transitive, with |w| ≥ 3 and |alph(w)| ≥ 3. Let w = a1 · · · an be a
linearization of ∼w. If J ′ = alph(a1a2 · · · an−1) is not transitive, then ai, aj exist such that:
• ai, aj ∈ J ′, ai 6≈J ′ aj• (ai, an) ∈ R, (aj, an) ∈ R,• an ∈ J \ J ′ and |{ai, aj, an}| = 3.
Proof. Let {(Jh, Rh) | 1 ≤ h ≤ g + t} be the canonical decomposition of S J ′ = (J ′, RJ ′). We have g + t > 1. Indeed, let
J ′ = J ′′ ∪ J ′′′, where J ′′, J ′′′ are as in Lemma 7.1 applied to J ′. If we had g + t = 1 then we would have either g = 0 (i.e.,
J ′′ = ∅) and t = 1 (i.e., |J ′| = |J ′′′| = 1) or g = 1 (i.e., J ′′ is transitive) and t = 0 (i.e., J ′′′ = ∅ and J ′ = J ′′ is transitive).
Both cases lead to a contradiction with hypotheses. Precisely, g = 0, t = 1 contradicts |alph(w)| ≥ 3 and g = 1, t = 0
contradicts our assumption that J ′ is not transitive. Hence, we have g + t > 1 and for each h, h′, with 1 ≤ h ≤ g + t ,
1 ≤ h′ ≤ g + t , h 6= h′, for each ai ∈ Jh, aj ∈ Jh′ , we also have ai 6≈J ′ aj. Furthermore, if ai 6≈J ′ aj then ai 6= aj. This is clear if
h ≤ g , h′ ≤ g but it follows easily also if h ≤ g , h′ > g or if h > g , h′ ≤ g (in both cases, ai, aj are in disjoint sets) or if h > g ,
h′ > g (since Jh = {ai}, Jh′ = {aj}).
On the other hand, S J = (J, RJ) is transitive and so ai ≈J aj, for all ai, aj ∈ J . In view of Definition 3.3, b1, . . . , bk ∈ J exist,
with k ≥ 2, such that b1 = ai, bk = aj, (bv, bv+1) ∈ RJ , for all v ∈ {1, . . . , k− 1}. Clearly, we can also assume bv 6= bv+1 (see
Remark 4.1). So, letB be the set of sequences (b1, . . . , bk) satisfying the conditions that follow:
• b1, . . . , bk ∈ J , b1 = ai, bk = aj,
• (bv, bv+1) ∈ RJ , bv 6= bv+1, for all v ∈ {1, . . . , k− 1},• ai, aj ∈ J ′, ai 6≈J ′ aj, i.e., ai ∈ Jh, aj ∈ Jh′ , with h 6= h′, 1 ≤ h ≤ g + t , 1 ≤ h′ ≤ g + t .
Obviously, B 6= ∅ and for each (b1, . . . , bk) ∈ B, we necessarily have k ≥ 3. Otherwise, there exists (b1, . . . , bk) ∈ B
with k = 2, i.e., (ai, aj) ∈ RJ . This is impossible since, by ai, aj ∈ J ′, we have (ai, aj) ∈ RJ ′ which is in contradiction with
ai 6≈J ′ aj. The assertion in the lemma will be proved once we prove the claim below:
Claim. For each (b1, . . . , bk) ∈ B there exists v ∈ {1, . . . , k− 2} such that (bv, bv+1, bv+2) ∈ B with bv+1 = an.
Indeed, if the above claim is true then ai = bv , aj = bv+2 exist such that ai, aj ∈ J ′, (bv, bv+1) = (ai, an) ∈ R,
(bv+1, bv+2) = (an, aj) ∈ R, ai 6≈J ′ aj and so ai 6= aj. Of course |{ai, aj, an}| = 3 since ai, aj ∈ J ′, ai 6= aj and an 6∈ J ′
(otherwise J ′ would be transitive).
We prove the above claim by induction on the length k of the sequence (b1, . . . , bk). Indeed, let (b1, . . . , bk) ∈ B. If
k = 3, i.e., if (b1, b2, b3) ∈ B, we necessarily have b2 = an (and the claim is proved) since otherwise (b1, b2) ∈ RJ ′ and
b1 = ai ∈ Jh imply b1, b2 ∈ Jh, h ≤ g + t , which contradicts (b2, b3) ∈ RJ ′ with aj = b3 ∈ Jh′ , h′ 6= h, h′ ≤ g + t .
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Assume now k > 3 and let b1 ∈ Jh. Since (b1, b2) ∈ RJ , we have either b2 ∈ Jh, h ≤ g + t , or b2 = an. In the first case,
(b2, . . . , bk) is a sequence in B shorter than (b1, . . . , bk): by induction hypothesis the claim is true for (b2, . . . , bk) and so
also for (b1, . . . , bk). In the second case, let us consider b3. Of course, either b3 ∈ Jh′ , h′ 6= h, or b3 ∈ Jh (the case b3 = an
is impossible since by hypothesis b2 6= b3). In the first case, the claim is proved for (b1, . . . , bk) (with v = 1) whereas in
the second case we apply the above argument again. Indeed, (b3, . . . , bk) is a sequence in B shorter than (b1, . . . , bk): by
induction hypothesis the claim is true for (b3, . . . , bk) and so also for (b1, . . . , bk). 
Lemma 7.4. Assume that d`(S) ≤ 3. Let ∼w ∈ ∼I+ be such that J = alph(w) is transitive and |w| ≥ 3. Let w = a1 · · · an be
a linearization of ∼w. If alph(a1 · · · an−1) is not transitive then for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} we have (ai, an) ∈ R (i.e., an is a
universal letter for S J = (J, RJ), where J = alph(w)).
Proof. Let ∼w ∈ ∼I+ be such that J = alph(w) is transitive and |w| ≥ 3, let w = a1a2 · · · an be a linearization of ∼w such
that J ′ = alph(a1a2 · · · an−1) is not transitive. In view of Lemma 7.2, if |alph(w)| < 3 we know that the assertion is true. So
assume |alph(w)| ≥ 3. Notice that an 6∈ J ′ (otherwise J ′would be transitive). Furthermore, by hypothesis, we have d(S J) ≤ 3,
where S J = (J, RJ).
Suppose, contrary to our claim, that there exists ak ∈ J ′ such that (ak, an) 6∈ R. Since d(S J) ≤ 3, there exists at ∈ J such
that (ak, at), (at , an) ∈ RJ ⊆ R. Obviously at 6= an (by (ak, an) 6∈ R, (ak, at) ∈ R) and so at ∈ J ′.
On the other hand, looking at Lemma 7.3, ai, aj exist, with ai, aj ∈ J ′, ai 6≈J ′ aj, (ai, an) ∈ R, (aj, an) ∈ R, an ∈ J \ J ′,
|{ai, aj, an}| = 3.
In short, we have:
∃ai, aj, ak, at ∈ J ′, an ∈ J \ J ′ : (19)
ai 6≈J ′ aj, (20)
(ai, an) ∈ R, (21)
(aj, an) ∈ R, (22)
(ak, at) ∈ R, (23)
(at , an) ∈ R, (24)
(ak, an) 6∈ R. (25)
Now, either at ∈ {ai, aj} or at 6∈ {ai, aj}. Let us first suppose at = ai and consider the set J1 = {ak, ai, an, aj}. We have
|J1| = 4: we already know that |{ai, aj, an}| = 3 (see above) and rules (21), (22) and (25) along with ak ∈ J ′, an 6∈ J ′ allow
us to conclude that ak 6∈ {ai, aj, an}. In view of the hypothesis and since J1 is transitive (see rules (23), (21), (22)), we have
d(S J1) ≤ 3, where S J1 = (J1, RJ1). In particular, dJ1(ak, aj) ≤ 3 which, along with (25), yields (ai, aj) ∈ RJ1 or (ak, aj) ∈ RJ1
and so (ai, aj) ∈ RJ ′ or (ak, aj) ∈ RJ ′ . Both cases contradict our assumption (20): this is clear if (ai, aj) ∈ RJ ′ but it follows
easily also if (ak, aj) ∈ RJ ′ (looking at (23), where ak and at = ai are in J ′).
In the same manner we can see that the case at = aj is impossible, so we have at 6∈ {ai, aj}. Consider the sets
J1 = {ak, at , an, ai} and J2 = {ak, at , an, aj}. Once again we have |J1| = 4 and |J2| = 4. Indeed, we have already proved
that ak 6∈ {ai, aj, an} (see rules (21), (22) and (25) along with ak ∈ J ′, an 6∈ J ′). Furthermore, at 6∈ {ai, aj} (by hypothesis),
an 6∈ {ak, at , ai, aj} (since an 6∈ J ′) and finally ak 6= at (see rules (24), (25)). Looking at rules (23), (24), (21) (resp. (23), (24),
(22)), we have that J1 (resp. J2) is transitive. The rest of the proof proceeds as before: by assumption, we have d(S J1) ≤ 3
(resp. d(S J2) ≤ 3), where S J1 = (J1, RJ1) (resp. S J2 = (J2, RJ2)). In particular, dJ1(ak, ai) ≤ 3 which, along with (25), yields
(at , ai) ∈ RJ1 or (ak, ai) ∈ RJ1 and so (at , ai) ∈ RJ ′ or (ak, ai) ∈ RJ ′ . Analogously, dJ2(ak, aj) ≤ 3 which, along with (25), yields
(at , aj) ∈ RJ2 or (ak, aj) ∈ RJ2 and so (at , aj) ∈ RJ ′ or (ak, aj) ∈ RJ ′ . In conclusion, we have four cases:
(at , ai), (at , aj) ∈ RJ ′ , (26)
(ak, ai), (ak, aj) ∈ RJ ′ , (27)
(ak, ai), (at , aj) ∈ RJ ′ , (28)
(at , ai), (ak, aj) ∈ RJ ′ . (29)
Each of the four cases above contradicts assumption (20): this is clear in cases (26), (27) but it also follows easily in cases
(28), (29) when we look at (23). 
Lemma 7.5. Assume that d`(S) ≤ 3. Let∼w ∈ ∼I+ be such that alph(w) is a transitive subset of I and |w| ≥ 2. Ifw = a1a2 · · · an
is a linearization of ∼w then there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} such that (ai, ai+1) ∈ R.
Proof. To obtain a contradiction, suppose that there exists ∼w ∈ ∼I+ such that alph(w) is a transitive subset of I , |w| ≥ 2,
and assume that a linearization w = a1a2 · · · an of ∼w also exists such that (ai, ai+1) 6∈ R, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}.
Obviously, we have |w| ≥ 3 (otherwise w = a1a2, where {a1, a2} is transitive and consequently (a1, a2) ∈ R, which
contradicts our assumption onw).
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Let us prove by induction on j, with 1 ≤ j ≤ n−2, that alph(a1a2 · · · an−j) is transitive. Indeed, if alph(a1a2 · · · an−1)were
not transitive, then by Lemma 7.4, (ai, an) ∈ R for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} and, in particular, (an−1, an) ∈ R. This contradicts
our assumption on w. On the other hand, assume that alph(a1a2 · · · an−j) is transitive (induction hypothesis). We have
|a1a2 · · · an−j| ≥ 2 (since j ≤ n − 2). Furthermore, once again, |a1a2 · · · an−j| ≥ 3 (otherwise alph(a1a2 · · · an−j) = {a1, a2}
is transitive and so (a1, a2) ∈ R, which contradicts our assumption on w) and alph(a1a2 · · · an−j−1) is transitive (otherwise,
by Lemma 7.4, (ai, an−j) ∈ R for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n− j− 1} and, in particular, (an−j−1, an−j) ∈ R, contrary to the fact that the
assertion of the lemma is false forw).
Hence, we have proved that alph(a1a2 · · · an−j) is transitive for all j, with 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 2. In particular, alph(a1a2) is
transitive, i.e., (a1, a2) ∈ R, which contradicts our assumption onw. This finishes the proof. 
7.2. Main results
This section will be devoted to our main results (Theorem 7.1, Proposition 7.3). They follow easily once we prove that if
d`(S) ≤ 3 then w is in L(I, R) if and only if alph(w) is a transitive subset of I (Propositions 7.1 and 7.2). Remark 7.1 should
clarify some steps in the proofs. We also recall that J = {a} is a transitive subset of I if and only if (a, a) ∈ R.
Remark 7.1. Let J be an alphabet. Clearly, alph(w) = J if and only if w ∈ ∩ai∈J J∗aiJ∗, i.e., {w ∈ J∗ | |w|ai > 0, for all
ai ∈ J} = ∩ai∈J J∗aiJ∗.
Proposition 7.1. For each ∼w, with ∼w ∈ L(I, R) and |w| ≥ 2, the set J = alph(w) is a transitive subset of I and ∼w ∈ L(J, RJ).
Hence, L(I, R) ⊆ I ∪⋃J⊆I, J transitive ∼(∩ai∈J J∗aiJ∗).
Proof. Let ∼w ∈ L(I, R) = ⋃i≥0 σ i(I) with |w| ≥ 2. We prove that J = alph(w) is transitive and ∼w ∈ L(J, RJ), by using
induction on the minimal integer i such that ∼w ∈ σ i(I).
Since |w| ≥ 2, we have i ≥ 1. If i = 1 then ∼w ∈ σ ′(I), so, by definition of splicing, ∼w = ∼aiaj with ai, aj ∈ I and
(ai, aj) ∈ R. Thus the claim is proved since J = alph(w) = {ai, aj} is a transitive subset of I and ∼w ∈ L(J, RJ).
Assume ∼w ∈ σ i(I) with i > 1. Thus, once again by definition of splicing, ∼w = ∼haikaj with ∼hai, ∼kaj ∈ σ i−1(I) ⊆
L(I, R), ai, aj ∈ I and (ai, aj) ∈ R. By induction hypothesis, Jh = alph(hai) (resp. Jk = alph(kaj)) is a transitive subset of I and
∼hai ∈ L(Jh, RJh) (resp. ∼kaj ∈ L(Jk, RJk)). Set J = Jh ∪ Jk = alph(w). Since (ai, aj) ∈ RJ , we have ah ≈J ai ≈J aj ≈J ak, for each
ah ∈ Jh, ak ∈ Jk. Hence, in view of Definition 3.5, J = alph(w) is a transitive subset of I and ∼w ∈ L(I, R) ∩ ∼J+ = L(J, RJ)
(Proposition 4.1).
Finally, it is simple to prove that L(I, R) ⊆ I∪⋃J⊆I, J transitive ∼(∩ai∈J J∗aiJ∗). Indeed, let ∼w ∈ L(I, R). Thus, in view of
Lemma 3.3, |w| ≥ 1. If |w| = 1 then ∼w ∈ I , otherwise, in view of the first part of the statement, J = alph(w) is a transitive
subset of I and, by Remark 7.1, ∼w ∈ ∼(∩ai∈J J∗aiJ∗). 
In the following proposition, we will prove that if d`(S) ≤ 3 then L(I, R) is a regular circular language. The structure of
L(I, R) is also completely described.
Proposition 7.2. Assume that d`(S) ≤ 3 and let w ∈ I+. If alph(w) is transitive and |w| ≥ 2, then ∼w ∈ L(I, R). Consequently
we have:
L(I, R) = I ∪
⋃
J⊆I,J transitive
∼(∩ai∈J J∗aiJ∗). (30)
Proof. Let w ∈ I+ be such that J = alph(w) is transitive and |w| ≥ 2. We prove that ∼w ∈ L(I, R) by induction on
|w|. In view of Lemma 7.5, there exists a linearization w = a1a2 · · · an of ∼w such that (an−1, an) ∈ R. If |w| = 2 then∼w = ∼an−1an ∈ σ ′(I) ⊆ L(I, R). Thus, assume |w| ≥ 3 and letw′ = a1a2 · · · an−1. Of course, 2 ≤ |w′| < |w|.
If alph(w′) is transitive then, by induction hypothesis, ∼w′ ∈ L(I, R). Since (an−1, an) ∈ R, we have ∼w ∈ L(I, R), by the
definition of splicing.
Otherwise, we have alph(w) 6= alph(w′)which implies |alph(w)| ≥ 2. Furthermore, since |w| ≥ 3 and by Lemma 7.4, an
is a universal letter for S J = (J, RJ). Hence, since |alph(w)| ≥ 2 and an ∈ alph(w), by Proposition 5.3 we get ∼w ∈ L(J, RJ).
On the other hand, in view of Proposition 4.1, L(J, RJ) = L(I, R) ∩ ∼J+ ⊆ L(I, R)which implies ∼w ∈ L(I, R).
Finally, by Remark 7.1, alph(w) = J if and only if ∼w ∈ ∼(∩ai∈J J∗aiJ∗). Consequently, each circular word ∼w in⋃
J⊆I, J transitive
∼(∩ai∈J J∗aiJ∗) is also in L(I, R). Thus, since I ⊆ L(I, R), we have:
I ∪
⋃
J⊆I,J transitive
∼(∩ai∈J J∗aiJ∗) ⊆ L(I, R).
Hence, looking at Proposition 7.1, L(I, R) satisfies Eq. (30). 
We now prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 7.1. The following conditions are equivalent:
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(1) L(I, R) is a regular circular language.
(2) d`(S) ≤ 3.
(3) L(I, R) = I ∪ ⋃J⊆I, J transitive ∼(∩ai∈J J∗aiJ∗).
(4) L(I, R) = I ∪ {w ∈ ∼I+ | alph(w) is transitive}.
Proof. In view of Remark 7.1, we have (3) ⇔ (4). Furthermore, (1) ⇒ (2) follows by Proposition 6.2 and (2) ⇒ (3) by
Proposition 7.2. Finally, I being finite, (3)⇒ (1) is a direct consequence of classical closure properties of regular languages.
Indeed, we have Lin(L(I, R)) = I ∪ ⋃J⊆I,J transitive Lin(∼(∩ai∈J J∗aiJ∗)) = I ∪ ⋃J⊆I,J transitive(∩ai∈J J∗aiJ∗). 
Example 7.2. Let S = (I, R), where I = {a1, a2, a3, a4} and R = {(a1, a2), (a2, a3), (a3, a4), (a1, a3)}. Notice that d(S) = 3
but S is not 3-commutative. In view of Theorem 7.1, L(I, R)= ∼{a1, a2, a3, a4}+ \(∪a∈I∼a+a∪∼({a1, a2, a4}+a4)) is a regular
circular language.
In the remainder of this section we assume that a regular circular language C is defined by means of a finite automaton
recognizing Lin(C) or by a regular expression representing Lin(C). Obviously conditions (2) and (3) in Theorem 7.1 can be
easily checked as stated in the next proposition.
Proposition 7.3. Given a marked system S, we can decide whether L(I, R) is a regular circular language. Given a regular circular
language C (over a finite alphabet I) we can decide whether a marked system S = (I, R) exists such that C = L(I, R).
Proof. Let S = (I, R) be a marked system. Of course, I being finite, we can construct the canonical decomposition
{(Ih, Rh) | 1 ≤ h ≤ g} of S with ease.We know that L(I, R) is a regular circular language if and only if so is each Lh = L(Ih, Rh).
On the other hand, we also know that Sh = (Ih, Rh) is a transitive marked system. Obviously, Ih being finite, we can decide
whether d`(Sh) ≤ 3 for each h. So, by Theorem 7.1, we can also decide whether each Lh = L(Ih, Rh) is a regular circular
language.
Let C be a regular circular language over a finite alphabet I . Since the set R of the rules in a marked system S = (I, R)
is a subset of the Cartesian product I × I , only a finite number of marked systems S = (I, R) on the alphabet I exist (and
this number is less than 2|I|2 ). For each of these marked systems S = (I, R) we can decide whether L(I, R) is a regular
circular language (first part of the proof) and if this is the case, we have L(I, R) = I ∪ ∪gh=1
⋃
J⊆Ih, J transitive
∼(∩ai∈J J∗aiJ∗)
(Proposition 3.3, Theorem 7.1), which implies:
Lin(L(I, R)) = I ∪ ∪gh=1
⋃
J⊆Ih, J transitive
(∩ai∈J J∗aiJ∗). (31)
Then, for each marked system S = (I, R) such that L(I, R) is a regular circular language, we can also decide whether
Lin(C) = Lin(L(I, R)), where Lin(L(I, R)) satisfies Eq. (31), since testingwhether two deterministic finite automata recognize
the same language is decidable [19]. Obviously, if Lin(C) = Lin(L(I, R)) then C = ∼Lin(C) = ∼Lin(L(I, R)) = L(I, R). 
8. Conclusions and open problems
In this paper we attacked the problem of finding a characterization of circular splicing systems that generate regular
circular languages.We solved this problemwhenboth the splicing rules and the initial set are as simple as possible. However,
a characterization of (regular) circular splicing languages is at present far from being known. Nevertheless, we believe that
notions and techniques that are introduced in this paper could be extended to a more general situation.
It is to be expected that this is the case for finite circular splicing systems S = (A, I, R) such that |I|SITES(R) = 1, where the
words in SITES(R) have not necessarily length one.
As another example, we may consider the class of CSSH systems. A counterpart of the notion of forbidden chain and a
suitable generalization of the notion of diameter should exist for this larger class of systems.
Finally, the canonical decomposition of a marked system leads to investigating more general decomposition properties
of the system based on suitable relations over the symbols induced by the sites of rules.
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